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«We shall not cease from our exploration 
And the end of all our exploring 
Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the place for the first time.» 

from «Little Gidding» by 
T. S. Eliot, 
with apologies to 
Adrian Pagan. 





The recerlt. lit..el"'iElt.ure OtO, ce.il"'lt.egl"at.ie'l"l and ul"lit. I"eoeots has 
focused at.tention 01'1 the dist.ributieon of t.est st.atistics 
frer.¡()<!lnt.l y l.lsed te. test. efficierlcy in ratior,al e:>q:::'ect.at.ions 
me.dels. 11"'1 t.his papel'" we ceoncerltTat.e on t.he perrnanerlt 
irlco::.rne hype.t,hes:i. s of I"eal ceorlsurnptie,n. We i 1 hlst.l"at.e, by 
using the proper asyrnpt.ot.ic t.heol"'Y and smal1-sample 
apPl"c<:drn"lt.ie,ns, t.he cases irl which test.s of stKh a 
hypothesis al"e biased t.owards I"ejection and cases where t.hey 
ha ve t.he con"ect sizes. Ch.W resul t.s serve to interpret 
nurnereous Meont.e Cal"lo studies in t.he literat~l"e 01'1 this 
iss\.le. S¡::-/ecial ernphasis 1S placed e'l"l t.he distinctic.n 
bet.ween "weak" al"ld "serni-strong" I"at.ionalit.y test.s. 
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1. Introduction. 

Optimization (ir, the part e.f COFlSlIIllers ii> shown to lmply th¡t th@ rf¡~r~Üiíl uti 1 Hv /;Ir 
consumptíorl evol'les according t.o a random walk with trend. To El reasonable ElPproximat.iofl, 
ce.nsumpt.ic<n itself shwld evolve ir: t.he same way. In particular, no variable apart from 
current. corlsumption should be e.f arlY valLle irl preóicting fut.ure cOflsumpt.iOF!, This 
implicatie,n is test.ed \<Iit.h t.ime-series dat.a fe.r the post-war Urrited States. It i5 
confirmed fOF real dispctsable income .•• The paper conclllóes t.hat. the evidence supports ¡¡¡ 

modi fied versioFl (!f the permanent. ir,cc<me hypot.hesis •.. II 

R. E. Hall: J.P.E 1978 

rece~t liter~ture 

offer ln~ight to ~pplied econometricians on the special consequences 

OF econometric modelllng with variables tnat are nonstationary or only 

borderline stationary. The literatura, in part, has focussed attention 

~ffic e¡~¡cy in models where a rational use, by economic agents, (If 

aval able irlformat.ior¡ is assumed~ The test of the ra~jom-walk 

hypothesis of const~mpt,ion} implied by t.he rational e:~~pect,ations version 

cf the permaneITt income hypothesis, is perhaps the most popular 

applicat.ion ar:d is therefoy~ the subject of this paper. 

I~ the aboye centext, the following ~uestion has be en asked, in 

"Do ~"attonal j. t';/ test h2(v'e the correct. sizes i f innoVtr1t.ions. 
in the e>~planat.ory series are corrEd¡;d:.ed vJit-h t-he regressand 
and the explanatory series are substantially autocorrelated 
Or~ have a lJni t. roed:.?!! 
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Put slight1y differently. the question relates to whether tests of 

ratic<rl211 i ty are !;:!tª.~~<;:!. irl favollr of rejectic<n, i f standard Crl tica1 

vah~es are I_.sed. 

The answel's to the question posed ha ve been som.~what mixed and 

therefe,re pre<ne te, confl.sion. The seminal work of r>ickey arld Fu1ler 

(1979), irlte~- t;d 12'\, pe,inted c<ut the rlc,n-standard character of tests fe,r 

lmit roots arld the 1ack of itwariance of the critical regions to the 

e:dstetKe of inciderltal parameters, say, a constant 01' trend, displayed 

by such tests. Their rnessage has been re-ernphasised in recent wc,rk by 

Mankiw arld Shapiro (1985, 1986) (henceforth refen"ed tc< as MS), who 

preserlt evidence demorlstt-atirlg the over-rejection of the pennarlent 

irlcc'rne hypco'!:.hesis c,f CC't"lsl.¡rnption in its rati<:<rla1 e:>t.pectatic<ns versiorl. 

This property of over-rejection app1ies to a restricted form of the 

test, both in th.~ urdt-root arld borderline cases. However, emphasising 

the role of incidental pararneters, West (1987) provides theorerns on the 

possibi 1 i ty c<f achieving asyroptc,t.ic nc<rmiEd i ty c<f the test when 

integrated regressors have drifts. Stock and West (1987) Siros, Stock 

arld West (1987) and B¡mer jee, [:oolado and Ga1braith <1987(a» also 

provide eviderlce tel suppe,rt the claim that a detai led ce,rlsideration of 

roC<!'€! gerleral data generating prc<cesses and meldels lead to di ffererlt 

vet-sictt"ls of the tests havin9 the correct sizes. 

This paper is ill'"l atteropt to e::<plain this slight1y bewildel'"it1g 

eatalogl.le of rni:>:ed results. We airo to provide arl e:>(pl¡¡matiot"1 of the 

opposin9 posi tic1ns, based pn whieh the 1 i terature relatin·;::¡ t.o the 

er i ti ca 1 va lLles of r at i ona 1 i ty tests carl be assessed. 
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Part of this work of assessment appears in Banerjee and Dolado 

using finite sample expansions. This paper concentrates, for the most 

part, on the pure unit root case. 

The basie point we make in thi5 paper i5 that the mixed results can 

be quite ea511y undet"stood once a distinction, betwe\::n "vleak-efficiency" 

standard test of, 5ay. the permanent income hypothesi5 of consumptien in 

it5 ratienal expectations version consists of checking whether 

conswnption i5 excessively sensitive to income, once the role of current 

incorn.:! i.n signallin9 changes in penn;~nent income has been taken into 

accotJnt. This is what we call the simple "weak-efficiency test" due to 

clear .. If income follows a random walk, the model, in which the test is 

can"ied out, 1s mis-speei fied since the two si.des of the equation do not 

have the same order of integration.' Hence the regression i5 not 

tradi 1:.10na1 di st¡·" ibutions. 

the process generating income have the same incidental parameters, for 

e)~ample, a constant or trendu 

HQwevet', when t.est. i n9 for consumpt.. i on bei n-:¡ a I'andom wa 1 k, another" 

possib:Llit.y is b:, use a "semi-s.ü"ot"lg efficiency test" as in Hall (197:::), 

Davids~~ 2nd Hendry (1981) and Muellbauer (1983), among others. Here 

A variable j~., (t,=1, ... n is said to be ir,tegrated cf crder d, derlOted Hd), if tJ,dX.,. admit.s 
él stationilry ARMA represent.at.ion. An NXl vect.cr of Hd) variables i s said t.o be 
coir,tegrat.ed of order b, det"¡C,ted e (d, bl where d :> b, i f there exists él set of r linear 
combinatie,ns denoted by rJ., r f N-!, such t.hat rJ.')~". is integrated of order b. 
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more than one lagged regr~s50r appear as explanat.ory variables. If the 

regressors ara cointagrated then both sidas of tha regression aquation 

have the same order of integration and the test statistics follow 

standard distributions. The inferences based on the ordinary t.-tables 

are now correcto The permanent lncome hypothesis provides a convenient 

pair of cointegrated variables namelv COnSlJffiPtion and disposable ir¡come~ 

It i5 of considerable interest to examine the consequences of extending 

the t.:=;;:.1::.S of r-ational i ty to such te'3t5. of "semi '-stron-:;; efficiency". 

In sum, this paper has a three-fold purpose. First, drawing upon 

recent results by Phillips (1986, 1987(a)) on the asymptotic theory for 

integrated processes, we derive the asymptotic results for the "weak-

efficiency test" when income follows a random walk. The maín result 

hare i5 t.hat. the statistic usad to test over-sensitivity does not follow 

the sta~jard narmI distribution asymptotlcally. This sheds consIderable 

light on the Monte CarIo results reported by MS. Secc~d, given that the 

correct distribution has unknown characteristics, we use small-sample 

approximations, based en Nagar expansions of the cont.inu(,u~ 

randoro variables and thereby get a feeling for why the Monte CarIo 

critIcal values are so disparate. These apprc~imations are not 

other expansions) and we find them useful in explaining the important 

role played by noy¡-centralit.y, relative to ot.her features of the 

distl~ibutior, in the Mont,e CarIo results. The asympt.otic and small-

sample t.heory results in t.his part of the paper e>~plain the poor 

performance of weak-efficiency of the "weak-efficiency tests". We also 
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comment on the extension of the previous results to cases where income 

follows a borderline stationary process and on the role of incidental 

The analysis in the second part of the paper moves on to an 

This is the third 

purpose of the papero 

efficiency test" using again the asymptotic theory for integrated 

pr-ocesses lO The main result in this case is ~~at the individual 

coefficients and their t-ratios are normally distributed but an F-test 

of their joint significance does not follow a standard distrit~tion. 

Monte CarIo simulations are used to demonstrate the theoretical 

Th~ paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a canonical 

model, used by MS, of the permanent income hypothesis in order to 

discuss the properties of the tests. In the light of this canonical 

model, several combinations of the data generation process (DGPI and 

models related to the simple weak-efficiency tests are analysed. 

Section 3 provides a set of asymptotic theory results for the weak-

efficiency test where ineame fol10ws a random walk. Sectic.n 4 

demonstrates the correspc~ding small-sample results obtained through 

Nagar expansions and uses these approximatlons to cC~F~te critical 

values and explain the MS results for unit roots. Section 5 contains 

the asymptotic theory results for the semi-streng efficiency tests. The 

analysis is linked with the work of Stock, West and Sims (1987) and 

Banerjee, Dolado and Galbraith (1987(a»), Feat~res of results appearlng 

in the above papers are explained. Particular attentic~ is fecused on 
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the misbehaVlour of the F-test of joint significance of the regression 

coefficients and an explanation i5 propased in terms of the invariance 

of these models to linear transformations. This is a 5urprising result 

which has as its backgr0Jnd the asymptotic singularity of the variance-

covariance matrix for cointegrated processes (see Hendry (1986)). 

of the Nagar expansions. 

2. A Canonical Model of the Permanerlt. Income Hypothesis. 

We begin by reviewing and revising the canonical model of the 

permanent income hypothesis (PIH) used by MS in order ~~ illustrate the 

subsequent form of the tests. The model, in its simplest form, entails 

constancy of the interest rate a~j no taste shifts or transitory 

cons.umpt. i on., 

Suppase that con5umptiG~ C. i e set according to the PIH: 

(1) 

where, 

r = real lnterest rate 

W~ - Non-~Jman wealth at the end of period t 

Ht = Human wealth 

Thus, 

(2) 

s=O t 
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'{'e is real J.abour i¡'-¡corne received in period t.. 

Non-human wealth evolves as, 

Suppose also that. Yt follows en autoregressive (possibly infinit.el 

process with drift.: 

),(Uy, :: )J, + ,Si, (4) 

Then, substit.uting (1) in (3), we obtain, 

Differencing (1) at It+l) and substituting (5) back into the 

corresponding express ion yields, 

(6) 

In order te obt.ain t.he expression in square brackets in (6) we make use 

of the Wiener-Kolmogorov prediction formula which ields. 

C>J [1-,yL':\(U\,I<.n- 1 J ~Y)J 

H,_ = 1: E {~''''Y i, +", = V." + -- (7) 
s=ü t. [1-SL- 1 J [J.-{f] [\(¡)'l] 

E Y ... .:.+r-

both sides of 

Pi vle obtein, 

(':/) 
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si nce L - 1 '-.0 = O 

Subst.i t.1.lt.in-; (9) back inte, (6), we obtain t.he pr-ocess which -;overns 

t.he evolut.ion of C", t.hat is, 

&:t = (1 - {rl l .. ({rl - 1 F. t (1 (1) 

If income fol10ws a random walk (wit.h or without driftl, then 

and conseguently. 

tE". = .~". 

that is, perrnanent income eguals CI_lP-ent income and E;}SC consurr:pt.ion. 

Notice however that if there is a drift in the income process, stil1 the 

consumption process will be driftless. We elaborate on this feature in 

Section 5. 

Consider now the traditional manner, developed by Flavin (1981), 

in which excess sensitivity i5 measured. Basically, it consists of 

the contemporaneous revision in permanent incorne as in (10) and the 

current chan-;e in ineome. The coefficient of the change in incorne i5 a 

measure of the behavic~ral marginal propensity to consuroe out of current 

income:. sinee the role of current income in si9nall in9 chan9€!s. in 

permanent income has been explicitly modelled. The PIH with rational 

expectations can then be tested by testing whether the marginal 

propensity to consume is significantly different from zero. In tarms of 

(4) and (10) in the ARel) case, the just identified enlarged model is 

the followin9: 

( 12) 
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( 13) 

which in an unrestricted reduced form can be re-written 

(4) 

The test fer excess sensitivity is thus just the t-test for 

TI :: 1) in (14). r~üte that if 1\ i < 1, büth s.ides üf (14) are stationary 

and, asymptotically, the t-ratio of Yt - 1 will fellew a standardized 

normal distributlon. Nevertheless, the asymptotic distribution might be 

abad approximatiün for finite sample sizes as MS claim. We shall come 

on to discuss this claim in t,he next section. 

In the realistic case in which income füllows a random walk, sayo 

with drift, then it can be expressed as~ 

t-
Yb * E (. and lS a driftless random walk. Yo' - 1) 

~-, 
::::-.- .L 

" k + dt + TIYI". 1:1: + U le 

( 15) 

( 16) 

This equation mimics the standard practice, followed in the 

literature, of detrending the data (Flavin (1981» in the belief that 

t.his procedure eliminat.es notl-st.ationary featl4res of the regressors and 

t-hen carrying ~Jt the test in model (14). By the Frisch-Waugh Theorem 

this procedure is equivalent to running the regression equation (161. 
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C~ce the trend is included in the model, the results are invar1ant 

to the true value of y. We therefore S8t Yb - 1 * = Yb -, ln (16). 

Similarly, since the r8sults C~ the t-statist1c of TI derived in the 

paper are invariant to the variances of the in~Jvations in consumption 

and income, we normalise them to unity. Also, to allow for the 

the simpl i fying procedtwe of allowin':;¡ foro impet"fect correlation between 

the innovations of incc®e and consumption. 2 

In order to simplify interpretation of the results derived in Sections 

3, 4 and 5 of the paper, we re-write a canonicel version of both the 

model in which the test is carried out and the data generation process 

(r:{"iF') • Accor d i n9 to the p~~rrnanent i neoroe h,,'pc<thes i s, consurnvt. i orl and 

income are generated as follc<ws: 

I>GP MODEL 

y )..y,> + b -_. _. 1 li: (i 7) 6Cc._ k + dt + rrY b 1 + u b 

tE" ::: el:, 

This DGF' and model constitute the object c,f the Monte-Cal'"lo study 

undertaken by MS (1985, 1986). They study the behaviour of the t-

A 

statistic of TI when ).. = 1 and when ).. 1 but barely below unity 

(borderline cases), Their main result is that the t-statistic of the 

coefficient of Yb-l is biased towards rejection if reliance is placed on 

The likely e:dst.ence of st.atíonary aut.oce,rreJation in e._ is disregarded or! t-he '3fOlmds that 
it. does not alter any of t.he main implications of t-he theGreJ!ls. However, in t.he presence of 
such aut.ocorrelat.ion the empirical implementat.iC<ri of t-he t.est". requires t-he Y5e of non
parametric condit.ions as sU9gest.ed by Phillips i1987{a)). 
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the standard asymptotic distribution. The bias is particularly severe 

when the data e\re detrended but rem",ins even i f the incidental 

parameters (k and/or d) do not appear in the modelo Note that the 

process generating Yt has been assumed driftless, that is ~ = O. 

lhe results, althc~gh ignored for sorne time in the empirical macro-

econometric literat~re, are not surprising. The intuition runs as 

fol1ows .. When \ = 1 in (17), it is immediately noticeable that. the LHS 

of (18) i5 stationary whereas Yt -. i5 non-5t",tionary. The non-

stationarity of the income process has profound implications 

irrespective of t.he presence or absence of a trend. lhe left-hand and 

the right-hand sides of equ",tion (18) h",ve dlfferent orders of 

1t i5 in this sense that the model is mis-specified ",nd 

When p = 1, the test corresponds to testing for a 

unit root, a case where non-standard distri~Jtional fea~jres were shown 

to be present, analytically by White (1959) and through simulation 

analyses by Dickey (1975). When \ belongs to the borderline region, the 

finite sample distrit~tion of the t-statistic is known to be a smooth 

function of \ and a9ain the MS results are not particularly surprising. 

Th€! ne>~t sect.ion t.ackles t.hese statis.t.ical issues;. concenü"at.ing on 

the unit-root case. We compute the correct asymptotic distribution of 

est.imat.ors arld test. st.at.ist.ics in models of the type discussed above, 

emphasising their difference from the standard distributions. We also 

discuss the cases in which it is valid to use the ordinary critical 

values. 
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3. Asymptotic Theory Results. 

This section, drawing on recent results by Phillips (1986, 1987(a) 

and Phillips and Durlauf (1985), starts by providing the correct 

asymptotic st3tistical theory for the combination of the DGP and model 

specified in (18) with \ = 1. This enables us to interpret the results 

co!~resPohding t.o the non-st.ationary case derived from Monte CarIo 

e>::per i rnent.s. The principal dist.inguishing feat~re of integrated 

processes is that, suitably normalizad, moments of the series do not 

cc~verge t.o constants t~t to randorn variables. 

Suppose that (x t } i5 a stochastic process generated by a random 

walk, 

( 19) 

where ~l N n.i.d (O ~.~ 

Alternatively, as in (15) x& can be representad in terms of the partial 

sums S~ of the im~ovation sequence (f t } and the initial condition, 

where, 

t 
Si:> - 1: 

i==l 

(20) 

o a~j set the initial condition with probability 

The distributional results of this section will use the following 

standardized sums, 

(21) 

j -liT f t <: j /T , (j = 1,2, T\ 
,,·lO r; í 1 

one" 
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where [b] denotes the integer part of b. XT(tl is a random element 

in the funetion spaee D[0,11, that is the spaee of all real-valuad 

funetions on [O.lJ whieh are right-ec~tinuC~5 at ea eh ~)int of [O,lJ and 

ha va finita laft limits. Under the eonditions mentioned above. XTltl 

F.'.r.9_:;,~.$.~:. ~~h i eh i s denoted by W (t.) .. 

SymbolicallY:r 

X1 <tl ~ W(t) as T ~ 00 (22) 

where W(t) lies in CrO,11, the space of real-valued, continuous 

funetions on rO,lJ. W(tl i5 N(O, t) for fixed t and has independent 

sense that if g(,) is any eontinuous function on CfO,lJ, then 

Xr(tl ~ Wlt) implies that 

9 [::~r It) l ~ -;) (w n:.l ) (23) 

Now consider the pairs of random wBlks specified in (17) for tha )?1 

t 
el, '" P" i: 8i 124a) 

1=1 

t 

Y'o = 8'0 :; 
.,.. 

,~ i 1... (24b) 
i=1 

as defined in (20), 

converge to the Wiener processes Vet> and Wlt} respectively, 

In arder ta prave ~~e main result of this section, the following set of 
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lemmas due to Phillips (1986, 1987(a» will be used extensively. 

Lemmae: If the sequences (C,,} and {Y,,} are generated I_lnder the 

assumptions set in (17), then as T ~ 00, 

T 1 
(a) T-3'2 r Yb ~ I W(tldt 

(b) 

(e) 

1 O 

T 
1"-2 r Y.,:;;' ~ 

1 

1 
I I1J (t) 2.;:1t 

(1 

T 
T-1 r 

1 
Y., - ,e.. ~ p [W ( 1 ):;;-, -1 J + N «(1, .!.:.E?~) 

2 2 

T 1 
(d) T-~'2 E tY b ~ I tW't}dt 

1 (1 

We nc,w state the thectl"em t-hat .:ha¡'el':ter izes the asyrnptotic 

behaviour of the regression coefficients and diagnostics for the 

DGP-MODEL cornbinatim-¡ giV'2t-¡ by (17}-(1.8). The prc,c.f of the theorern 1s 

available on request from the authors • 

Thec'Fem 1: 

then, 

(II) 

For the Model in (18), if (17) charBcterizes the DGP, 

O/12}A -
TTl' -~ 

( 11 12)[) .-

CD - AB 
r~~"2d -it 

(1/12)[) 

Be 

B~~ 

- 82 

TTT-.f W(t.)dt 
ü 



(V) DW -it 2 

where, 

A = p(W(I)2 -1) + NeO, l-p2» 

2 

1 1 
B .- .r U·j(t)dt - 1).5,f vj(t)dt 

(1 (1 

i 
~ 

e .- J v (t.) dt - 1).5'1 (1} 

(1 

1 1 
[) J W (t)2dt. - (J W(tldt.)2 

1) (1 
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pW (1 ).f W ( t ) dt. 
(1 

The t.heorem emphasises t.he importance, fe,r det.ermining ce<efficient. 

consist.ency, of orders of magnit~de of sampling variabilit.y. For t.he 

n:gressand, t.he sarople mClroent. r: (tIC:,,:") IT is O". (1). Fe,~" t.he int.ercept. 

vect.or, t-he ce,r respondi ng rnmnent. i s Op ( 1), when:as that. e,f the trend i s 

OF'(T'~) ar¡d t.hat. of Y" .. -1. is Op(T). When t.he regressor sarople variance Is 

of hi9het" e,rder e,f rnagrll t.L~de thélr, t.he deper,dent. variable, t.he re9ression 

coefficient.s are consist.ent, ce,nver9ing t.o t.heir t.rl..le vallJes at él higher 

speed t.hat", uSllal, as it. is t.he: case with t.he t.ret",d and Y .... ¡. The value 

of t.he [)W re:flect.s t.he st.at.ionari t.y of the: re:gre:ssarld whi le t.he 

corlvergirl9 value of the R2 reflect.s the mi sspeci ficat.ie<n of t.he modelo 



The most st~iking result for our purpose is that reflected in part 

(IV) of the theorem, which relates to hypothesis testing. As discussed 

in the previous section, it shows that the statistic which tests the 

over-sensitivity of consumrtion to current income does not converge to a 

NCO, 1) distribution, as would be the case were the process stationary. 

The si2e of the test will be distorted if the ordinary N(O, 1) table i5 

usad. This is shown by MS in their papers. 

It is also interestlng to note that if y = O in the DGP and no 

trend or constant is included in the model, that is k = d = 0, then the 

t-statistics converges to, 

I i ) ,. ... ~ T1T r 1 ti) (t) ::edtj l /' ;,? .. 'M' '.'I"'~ '_' 1, 

o 

If k ¡é' U ar-fd d .. O i ¡--~i \ j ;=:) ,< 

Hence tha inclusion of the time-trend and the constant have only 

qualitative effects on t,he asymptotic distribut.ion, explaining why the 

Monte CarIo results of MS show over-rejection in these instances. 

However, it is impertant te point out that the previeus analysis 

parameters in the model is always larger than in the DGP, except when 

West (1987) discussed cases in which the correct distribution of the 
, 

test is again the standard aSYffiptotic distribution. His analysis can be 

easily extended to c~r case by considering the following slight 
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variations in the DGF'·-Model combinat.ions discussed in Sect.ion 2. 

DGP MODEL 

(1) (27) (2:3) 

k + dt. + rrY" ·-1 + <.h. 

The rest of the DGP is t.Jf:changedw In combinat.ion (1), when \ 1, it. is 

joint di5tribut.ic~ 
A A 

of (k - ~) and TI i5 asympt.ot.ically normal. 

ir! combination (2) 3 llsins t.he 

A 

(k - p.) ,. 

The intuit.ion fo!~ these resl~lts is again clearM Take the case 

where there 15 only a con5tant in the DGP and modelo 

varisbili+:'y of t.he det.ennini5tic: t.rend 15 of O; .. (T'''"'') Itlhich dorninates 

the role of the sample variabilit.y of t.he stochastic t.rend w~lich is clf 

Or(T2). But we know that the existence of a deterrninist.ic t.re~j in a 

regression model daes noto affect. the asympt.üt.ic ~ot-mality of the 

sLandardis8d estimates, he~ce no!~malit.y followsQ Similar considerations 

This is how"ver a rat.h"r ',mlik"ly eas" sine" trElrId plus unit root implies an ever inereasing 
(deereasing) ret.e erf growth cf th" variabie. 
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apply t.e< t.he C':lnstar,t. plus tt-end case. The rnessage is theref.:!re clear. 

If we knew t-he incidental paramet.ers ir. t-he process generat.ir,g incmoe, 

\o'le cC!llld replicat-e t.hem ir, t.he model, llsing t.he st.andard dist.ribllt.ic!ns 

t.o can-y Ol.lt t-he pl'"oposed t.est.s. A possible strate';¡y t.Cl t.est fol'" the 

presence of these incident.al parameters in t.he incorne process is given 

in Doladc! al'".d Jenkil'".son (1987) where lIse is rnade of the cl'"it.ical vallles 

cont.ained in Table 8.5.2 of Fllllel'" (1976). 

It. is necessal'"y t.e. celmment briefl y or. the be!rder 1 ine case. When 

f.. < 1, Andet-sot-. (1959), fOt- e:>(arnple, showed t.hat p.l':2rr has a r.e!rrnal 

dist.ribllt.ion, emphasising t.he sharp discont.inllity in the lirnit.ing 

distr-ibut.ior. whet-, /.. = 1. H:,¡,¡ever, fo¡r finite samples, t.he dist.ibutiol'".s 

of the est.imat.or and t.-st.atist.ic are smoot.h fllnct.ions of /.. which do not 

e>~hibit. discor.tü-¡IJities at f.. :: 1.. The discontinuities atOe orily t-he 

reslllt of the limiting process. Cavanallgh (1986) and Phillips (1987(b» 

have elabor-ated on this pc<int by embedding t.he previous result.s in a 

more general frarnework. They consider a seqllence of local alternatives 

(29) 

where the rate of convergence to llnity is cont.rolled at OIT-l), as shown 

in part (1) of Theorem 1. Defining, as in (21). a sequence of partial 

t-l 
S", :: r: 

1 
(30) 

A sirople appl icat.ior. c,f the Lindeber-9-Levy Cent.l'"al Lirni t. Theorem she.ws 

that. this randorn vat"iable is asyrnpte.t.ically distributed as 

N(O, (1-e:>::p(2&.»/2<5) fc<r fi>;ed t. Therefc<l'"E: it is necessat-y te! find a 
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limiting process, similarto Wlt) in (22), which for fixed t has such a 

distr"ibt.ltion. Phil1ips (j.'::187(b), p.5:=~8, fe,nllula (7» pr"oves:. that. such a 

process, known as a diffusion process, satisfies the following 

t"elat.ionship: 

1 

e>p(t.·-s) vi (s) els (:31) 

He~:e. when 6 - O, t.he diffusion process reduces ~J the Wiener 

process. Similar distributional results t.o those contained in Lemma 1 

apply in this case sub5tituting Wlt) by D8 (t). 

Under the sequence of local alternatives defined in (27) we have 

central asymptotic theory for this case. In particular, the following 

re-formulation of the coefficient amj the t-statistic in parts (1) and 

(11) of Theorem reflect the likely lack of power of the t.est in such 

O/12iA' "" B'C 
(32) 

(1/12)A' - BICI 

(:3:3) 
[lll12)V ' - B I ':,] 1./e, 

where A', B' and D' are expressions like A, B and D in Theorem 

where W(tl i5 subst.it~ted by D6 (t). 

The results in this sEction have important implications when 

the presence of int.egrated or nearly int.egrated series in regression 
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mCldel~, like <l8} c/m seriollsly darnage t-he associat.ed diagnost.ic t.est.s. 

Hc,wevel', at. a purely analyt.ica1 leve1, very lit.t.le can be said abc'llt. t.he 

munet"ical vah.es t.owards which t.he fW"lct.ic,nal t"andom variables cClnverge. 

rhe only alt.et"nat.ive is t.o sirn1"llat.e, by Mont.e CarIo, the ach¡al 

distt"ibut.ie<rl. The ne>::t. sectie.n of this papero is devot.ed t.CI Clvet"cc.mit"lg, 

in part., this difficult.y by using a finite sample analytical 

apPt"o:drnat.ion t.o the central values of t.he dist.dbl..t.ion. 

4. Nagar Expansions. 

This sect.i<:<n makes lJse cd finite sample appre,>drnatic<ns 

t.o t.he t.-t"at.iCl of t-he inc<:<me coefficient- in m<:<del (18). We have chosen. 

fot" illustt"at.ive purposes. a version of t-he mc.del I'Jhere t.he trend is 

ab=:.erst. There is rse. loss it"s genet"alit-y invcllved as t.he incllJsicln clf a 

time t.t"end has c<nly quaIitat.ive effect!!:. e<n the asyrnptotic dist.ribution 

when t-he process gerserating iricorne has rlCI dri ft. This has already been 

shol'm in e>~pressi<:<ns (25) - (26) of this papel". The apprc<>dm¡;:\t.ion, 

defi ned be 1 ow. i s a Nagat" e::<pat-sS 1 Cot"s clf the cont. i nllCtllS norma 1 i sat i on of 

the OLS est.ímate elf 1T il"'l (1:3) (see Evans and Savin (1984». The aim is 

to shed light. on t.he pure Monte CarIo result.s and t.o emphasise t.he non

standard featul"'es. in finit.e samples. of the distributional result.s 

derivad in the previous section. We focus on the unit. root case, that 

is )o" :::; l, since similar appl"'oxírnations fc<l'" the bOl"'derline case have beerl 

Llsed successfully elsel'lhet"e (see Banerjee at"ld [)eoladeo (1987». The key 

I"'eslllt. in Ollr papel'" cln beorderline st.at.ieorlarit.y was t.hat. t.he rleon

cet-ft.ralit.y eof the distribL~tic<n was a rnuch meot"e impc,rtat"ft feat.ure t.han 

its skewness e<r kurtosis. This was especially tnJe at the lelwel'" tail elf 
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t-he pennanent. i neerme hypert-hesi s of eOnSl..lmpt- ion. 

In errder t.er define a Nagar e:>::pansicln, eert"lsider t.he ferllc,wing 

err any erther prerjeet.ion over a larger set. of variables: 

(4) 

where, 

(:35) 

Then, 

Ele) 
H 

E(F) [1,- (1- (FlE(Fl» J 
F JJ 
EIFl 

C36} 

sinee (l+x)m = 1 + mx + OlmCm-l'x 2 ) far small values of x. The error in 

the "apprerximat-ian has an arder erf magnitude of [(F-ECF)}2HJ/(E(F)}2 

erf t.he bias. This i5 obt.ained by eompl.lt.irt9 t-he rat.io c,f C3E.) t.CI 

expat-tsion 1:::.roPc,sed is clf O.,,(T-"S/"2) and í.s current.ly rlot available in t-he 

rnornent. prOdl.let.s clf rarldc'rfl variables, Thec,rem 2 and it.s cerrollary fClllow. 
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Theorem 2: For t.he DGP-MOVEL cornbination descl' ibed in (i 7) and (1:3), 

where d = 0, and \ = 1, t.he Nagar expansion of t.he t.-rat.io of the TI 

coefficient is given by~ 

E (t.'n'''''-') - [E(1) - [(2) ,~E(:])]/E(4) 

whet"~:2, 

E(1) = -(2i'Hn i)/r2(T-i)~? 

E (2) :: - (T -1 ) ;c, ,-- 4 [g _. 2 (T -1 ) - , i ¡ Hn i 1 

ED) -, (T-1)-', -"[n-1)-'''{t.I'~,ce(n)i'H i f- 2i'rJ-l i:: 

--3<T-1)'(i ' H i) (i'n i)] 

[(4) :: [(T-l) ,;"J-' n, 

,;,' ::: (T) (T-1) /2 - (i 'n i) (1"_1)'2 

¡,.if":ere, 

H ::: E(Y '1 Ii. 
, 

) 

n ",. E(Y lY 1. 
, 

) 

where, 

E(S) ::: -(T-1)-~'cry-4'9 

E(6):: [(T-1)crY~'l ,,,;2 
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We use the exact expressic~s of the quadratic forms in Theorem 2 to 

generate the expected values of the diagnostic tests. 

are listed in the appendix and the proofs are avilable upon request. 

The central 'pseudo t-statlstics' are cc@puted for values in a subset of 

the parameter space (T X \ X p) considered by MS (1986) where T = (50, 

20CU, ),,;;: 1 and p = {1.0, O.:::, O.5}. The simulation study of MS (1985) 

for the unit root case contains a trend. A companion paper (see 

Banerjee, Dolado and Galbraith (1987(b») deals with detrended data but 

for simplicity we have discarded the trend term here. Hene!?;s in oroer 

to check the accuracy of our analytical approximation using simulation 

dat.a~ we carrlec out a Monte CarIo st.l~dy wit.h 500 replicat.ions for t,he , 

a~~ve parameter space. The initial values Yo and Co are set egua} to 

The simulations allow ~s to estimate certain desired percent.iles 

of the distribut.iof; of t.l~e stat.isticn In particular, we compute the 

true critical valL~es reql.~ired t.o carry out. t.he test for significance 

levels ~ of one, five and ten per cent. Following MS, these critical 

the ~ critical value is the r~mber ~ such that under the null hypothesis 

The I~esl~lts are contained in TabIes lA and lB" The topmost entries 

in each box show the computed central values using the Negar expansic~. 

In all cases we obse!~ve t·hat t.he expected t.-rat.ios are cent.ered around 

r:egative values. 

This 

reduces muc~¡ of t·he compt~tatianal burden as, for e>~ample~ the computed 
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central values for p ::: 0.5 are simply those for p = 1 multiplied by two. 

The results e,rl the e:>q:'ected t.-values ale<rle indicate, q!_lite cleal'ly, t.hat 

there is a strong bias towards over-rejection of the null if 

conventional asympt.otics a~-e used, sirlce the lat.t.e~- dist.ributions are" 

centered around zero. There are other non-standard features of the 

distribution, like skewness and kurt.osis, which cannot. be analysed 

without carrying out a complete simulation analysis to tabulate the 

Nagar e>~pansie,rls of higher order sample moments. He,wever, the 

interestü-Ig issue 1s whether we can say anything abc,ut the deviatiorls 

from asymptotic nOr-mality of the srnall-sample distdbl.ltions jl.lst by 

llsirlg infe,rmatic<n on the ce~-Itral values ecf the t-statistics. The rniddle 

entries of each box contain the Monte CarIo critical values for the 

three significance levels chosen. Ne,te that. for p ::: 1 the test i5 

equivaIent to testing for a unit root in a univariate frarnework and the 

critical values should be similar to those in Table 8.5.2 of 

Fll11 et- (976) for the distributim-I of the t.est. st.at.istic '(¡..J.. The 

critical values frorn our Mont.e CarIo st.udy are based on a srnaller number 

of t-epl ications bllt. are very close te, the FuIler values. This lends 

credibi 1 i ty t.e, our small scale st.l_ldy. 11"1 order to complete the 

comparisc,rl between the numerical and simulatie,n critical vallle5 we need 

to work out a set of critical value5 from our cornputations of the 

e):pected t-ratios. The crit-ical values co~-respot"id to t-wo-t.ailed 

syrornet.ric cllt.-off pecirlt.s b\.lt., as properly nc,ted by MS (1'386, foot.not.e 

3), t-hese are t-IOt equivalerlt. t.o t.we,-t.ailed crit.ical region5. We 5aw 

that t.he dist.ribl~t.iorl is noto syrnrnet.l"ic arc'lmd t.he ol"igirl. Irldeed, 9i vet-I 
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t.hat. t.he cerst.ral values atOe sel negat.ive, it. wmlld not. be t.oo incon-ect. 

t.o infer t.hat. all t.he rejections occur in'the lower t.ail of the 

distribution; that is, for large negative values of the t- ratio the 

t.est is not far frorn beín9 a clne-tai led test., at. least fc,r t.he 

significance levels considered in the study. This intuition is 

ceenfinoed in the Monte Carlee rejectíon dlstributír.:cn sinc<~ the number of 

rejections in the upper t.ail is negligibly small. We elaborated upeen 

this idea, for the borderline cases, in Banerjee and Dc<ladee (1987), 

suggesting a mapping freem the central comput.ed t-stat.istics tee the 

ceen"esponding critical \talues. We e>~tend this to t.he I_mit. t-eeCtt case in 

thos papel'. The apprc~imatieen works by addíng the one-tailed ~ per cent 

critical values, ceerrespeending tCt the Student's t-distributieen, tee the 

central values obtained by the Nagar expansieens. This emphasises the 

important role of non-cent.rality relat.iva to the other feat.ures of the 

distribut.ion. The use of the t.-distributíon inst.ead eef the asymptotic 

st.andardized neermal sterns from a small finite sarnple correction factor. 4 

The results are tabulated in the bottom entries of Tables 1A and lB. As 

obtained in the Monte CarIo st~dy we observe a close similarity, 

especi¡:dly at on'E and five pet- cent sigr¡ificance levels where t.he 

likelihood of rejections in the upper tail is minimal. This shows that. 

sinee the negleeted rejections in the upper tail t.end to occur more 

frequently. For example, at U = 0.95, the Monte CarIo crit.ical values 

Tha critical values of the t,-dist.ributiorl for the two sample sizes are as fc<llow: 
-2.41(lX) -1.68(5Xl -1.30(10Xl Degrees of freedom = 47 
-2.33 -1.65 -1.28 Degrees of freedom = 197 
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for p = 1 are -0.01 and -0.04 (fer T~50, 20ü respectively) where&$ the 

corresponding approximations are 0.47 and 0.49. We do not claim that 

the complete finite sample distribution can be recovered simply by 

shifting the asymptotic stendard distribution. Rather, the claim is 

thet for the lower tail tail of the distribution. which is the one 

normally used when cerrying out the test, the shifting mapping works 

extremely accurately. We thereby offer a numerical explanation of the 

over-rejection problem as put forward by MS in the simple weak-

efficiency version of the excess-sensitivity test. 

5. Semi-strong Efficiency Tests. 

In this final section of the paper, we extend the analysis to the 

case where the set of regresso~s in t.he regression model (18) is 

expanded. After all, a test of rationality of the kind considered in 

the paper is a test. of t·he ortho90nalitv of an e>~pectational e¡rror (et,} 

with respect to the information seto In the simple version of the weak 

efficiency test onlv thé first lag oi income i5 considered. Thi5 makes 

such tests rather restricted version5 of the test considered by 

Hall (1978) who used la9s of income, con5Lunption and stock prlces in the 

extended set of regressors. Similar considerations apply, among the 

the rationality test, to the papers by Davidson and Hendry (1981) and 

i{¡ueIlbauer (J.9:3:3)" This e::·::tens.ion í.S important. because by au,;¡rnentin':3 

the size of the se'!: of elements in t~e information set, we allow for the 

possibility of consistency of the orders oi lntegratic~ on both sidas of 

the regression equation. That i5, if the regressors, each i~jividually 
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T ( '! '\ 
..L \ .~ ! ;t 

wc~ld have the same order of integration, T(O). 

It. is interesting t.o not.e t.hat the permanent income hypot.hesis of 

consumption provides a convenient. pair of convenient. variables, 

consumption and disposable incorne. To verify this property, first 

pointed Ollt by Campbell (1987>1 let. l~S start by defining savings S~. in 

per-:iod t. 21-=.;> 

s •. V d 
, ..¡~ c".;. (:37) 

where y~,.~ is dispc¡sable income defined as t,he Sllffi of labol4r income and 

the annulty on non-hlunan wealth. Substituting (1) into (37) and making 

use of the definition of H~, yields, 

- \IJ'-E: 
t 

)H ·1 ..... 

wherebv savir~ is the discounted present value of expected fut~re 

The importance of (38) derives from 

th~ fact that even if labour income has a unit root S~ will be 

stationary, with or without drift, depending on the l~:idental 

In fact if the process is 

li~~e (12), then saving is identically zero given that labour income and 

disposable income are identical. In general, this will not be the case 

and if, say, labc~r lncome follows an ARIMAll. 1, 01 process, as it 

seems to follow with US data (see Campbell a~j Deaton (1987), then 
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[ 
:X.{,Y' (1-)..U .·.1· fo ... ~n.J. 

Se 
(1-).) (l-~.J (:39) 

( 1-),.~·) 

which is I ((I), apart. frorn a constant-. Therefore dispc,sable income and 

conSLlmpt.ic'fl are CCdt-It-egrat-ed wi t.h coint-egrat.ing vect.or (1, -1). hence 

if lags of consumpt.ion and disposable incorne are used as regressors, t-he 

RHS of the model will be reO). To analyse the implications of such an 

impcwt-ant. pt-operty for undert.akin9 "semi-st.t-ot-I·:;¡ rationalit-y t.est.:;:" we 

use t.he following simple vat-iat.ion of t.he previoLls DGiP-MODEL 

combinat.ion. 

DGP MODEL 

Y.,. .- C •. + E', ;~ 

6L:",= e~·,. (40 ) 

E (S.i'" , e", .. ) = 6.".p 

{'j--:"!."J\( :::: ¡f';;' " :::: 1 

will, in general, be gerially correlat.ed, we have assumed it to be white 

noise. One can jl.lstify t.his assl.lmption 01'1 the familiar grc,,-mds that 

more general st.ruct~res on the error t.erm will have only qualit-at.ive 

effect.s on the asyrnptotic distribut.ions de:'-iv'3d below wit-hollt- alt-ering 

any of t.he main conclusions Isee t-he condit-ions st-at.ed by Phillips 

(19:37a) for t-he dis.tLwbatKe se·:::¡uences). Si mi lad'JI we have used a one-

lag version of the "semi-strong efficiency t.est", wit-hout 10ss of 

generality. Y.;. rlc<w refers tc. disposable income at-Id nc.t- labour in.:orne. 
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As in Section 3, the fact that a trend is included in the model makes 

the presence of constants in t.he DGP irrelevant.~ 

We now sta te the t~eorem that characterises t~e asymptotic 

behaviour of the diagnostic tests of the null of the permanent income 

hypothes i s of ccnsumpt. i on ~ e i t-her jo i nt.l y [Ho : 1T~ ::: Tr·~:: ::; (1 J CI~~ 

n~ = OJ~ The proofs are available upon 

are asymptotically distributed as follows: 

(TI' ) 'J 

UII') t"o 
t 

E (1/21 -!V!ll~ - 11 v ( 1. ) ~.r V (t.) ,j't. 
Ü 

G J Vlt> dt - (1 l¡'(tldt)2 
O Ü 

1 
F ::: J tl/(tidt - (1/2) -J I¡'(t)dt 

(1 Ü 

0:- HI)'I: 1T:..~, 

The theorem points out. that the individl,al t·-rat.ios are normally 

dist-ribut.ed but. t.hat t.he Wald test for t.he joint null hypothesis is a 

fl~nctlonal of a Wierrer process and therefore it,s dist.ribut,ion is non-

(1 
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st.anda~d"3 It is also easy te prove that· if t·Me model is 

reparameterised as, 

(42} 

Wiener process and i5 asymptotically normally distributed. The 

:3imi lar 

results obtain when the model is parameterised in terms of s~ 1 and 

'(.¡, ) . T~¡e paramet,erisatioF¡ in (42) h~s been used by Stock and 

West(1987) te illustrate by Monte CarIo simulations the correct 

rejection frequency ior the t-statistlc of the error correctien term 

if only a censtant is included in the model and cc~sumptien has a drift, 

then the t-ratio of the coefficient of Ct -. will also be normally 

However BE we mentloned Ir Section 2, In the simplified 

under the nllll hypc!t.hesis the assumption of a random wel with drift. 

does not stand up well to scrutiny. Nevertheless it does remaln valid 

for income in t~le alterrlative paramet.erisation with y~ J and s~: 1. 

It is important te remark that the parameterisation chosen in 

Theorem 3 poir!t,s Ol4t an ii':t.eresting and l:nnot.iced resl~lt: when t.esting 

for a random walk the individual t-statistics of the coefficients of the 

levels of cointegrated variables follow standard asymptotic 

distributions, even If thelr joint distribution is non-standard. 

,. 
~ rt. can al so be proved that. Tl,/ Z?k and l'3'" ;':'d converge tú fur¡ctior¡als of the Wiener process 

as in Thec!rem 1. 
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The previous results also extend easily to less restrict~d versions 

of the weak efficiency version of the rationality tests, where, 5ay. 

two lags of income, y~ -1 and Yt 2, are l~5ed. Similarly they extend to 

univariate tests of a randc@ walk where two la9s of consumption, C~-l 

IADFl of the Dickey-Ful1er test with critical values fer the 

coefficient of the first regFeSSi)r beir¡g nür:·-st.andard~ 

As in Theorem 1, if ircome ana, consequently. savings have no 

drift, then the role of the constant and the trend is enly qualitative 

and t,he arder Ctf convergence to the asympt,ot.ic distribution of the test 

literatura (see f0r examFle, Sjm~, Stock and Watson (1986) who asswne 

The key result is that it is possible to find a 

ceintegratlng vector, ter the varlaoles on the RHS of a model like (41), 

with no zero elements, lrrespective of the presence of incidental 

The ,; ~ coefficients ~re asymptotlcally normally dlstri~)ted 

In the alternative 

i5 not the case 51nce C~ ah~ S~-l is 1(0) arrd t,he or:ly 

"-
In t.his C2se~ t·he coefficient ~'l of Ct 

It i s well 
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transforrnations~ So, how can one explain the fact. tt1at simple 

!~eparamet.erisat.ions alte~ the dist,ribut.ion of coefficient.s? T~¡e arlswer 

to the que5tion i5 to be fcvnd in the different rates at which the 

A 

coefficients tend tD non-degenerate distributions. Take ~1 in (42) 

which tends to a non-degenerate distribution at rate T. 

asymptotically normally distributed. Then, 

" ,.. T",'-;"'111 --, 1"'''\1".1 

A " sinee Tf", and (l:c 2.1'e id~~nti.c2.1. 

" + T";"lT,,-

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

variance covariance mat.ri.( is singular, 2S can easily be seer! froro (44) 

"" and (45)u This makes the dist,ribution of Tl,'2SJ, degenerate. The 

A . A ~ 
TK. i5 not degenerate Slnce Tr, and Tf 2 can be written as 

A (L, (tln TrI ) 1 (J, (v)) f· (W) ) (47a) 

A 

Tf4 = (L, (W) ) 1. ( f., (~!) - L (~n ) (47b) 

" (l', ::: (L(~j)-L·(f4(!;!) - Le·(v!») - 0, no') (4:3) 

In order to illustrate the finite sample performance of the 

previcvs asymptotic results, we close this section by reporting the 
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resl~lts of a small-scale Monte CarIo stlJdy w~!ich concentrat.es c!n 

simpli~ied versions of models (41) and (42). We have set the trend 

equal te< ze~"c, on the grü\..lncl:::. that. 1t. only affect.:::. qualitatively the 

asymptot,ic distriblJ~.ic!ns of the Wal~ t.Est.su The simlJlat.ions we~e 

carrled out using 500 replications in the paramet.er space T = {i20} and 

p = {D~ 1} for t.he DS? described in (40). The initial observations~ Yo 

and 

actual rejectic~ frequencies at the chosen significance level:::. They 

cc~firm the standard 

A 
ccefficients and the non-standard charact.er of t.he t.-ratio of the K. 

coeff ciento F nally, the F test over-rejects at both significance 

rt is interesting to 

of +-L-,c:. .... ) '"-

analYS1S af Banevjee, 

OcIado and Galbraith (1987(a» 2nd Stock and West (1987), in the weak-

8ff ciercy f~~mewGrk. whel'e 0~~lv tW0 lags of incaroe are incll~ded in the 

set of regressovs~ The att,er st.~~dy also verifies t.he resulto that. when 

the DGP and Hadel share ~ne 5ame i~:idental parameters then all ~~e 

" prev OL~~ tests~ inc]l¿ding t~~e t-ratio on ~'l and t,he F t.est, converge to 

as e>~plaihed i~ Section 3n It. is 2150 warth noting t.hat the reslJlts do 

flct depend on P7 ir st.rong cc¡t1tras~· to t.he single regressor case 

This may be seen from expressians T' 
J.. , II' 

2nd III' of Theoy~m l 
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6. Corlclusions. 

explanations of the over-rejeetion phenomenon whieh affects tests of the 

permanent income hypothesis of cm":sumpt.ic,n in it.s rational e::<pect.ations 

versions. We have ce,nfinfled OW" res.ul ts I.ising Me,nt.e Carlo siroulat.iorls. 

The test Ú", which over-r"ejeetion occurs is a ~"ather r':2st.l'icted version, 

pre,pe,s.ed by Flavin (1981), erf a "weak efficiency test" • Most empirieal 

sh¡dies of th,::: HaJ.l hypc,thesis adopt more general framel<'loks if", the 

spif"it. of semi-strong rationality tests. In particular, we have 

(42), allows the use of standard critical values for a subset of 

We have 21150 shown the interest.i.n';l and previol.lsly unnoticed 

result that in a particular representation of the regf"ession model all 

the individual t-statistics are asymptot.ically normally dist.ributed, a 

However, the 

F-test is non-st.andard. Sumfuarising. one can consider the content of 

implications from regression models with integrated variables. In 

part.icuh,r, when eonsider ino; rational it.y tests ¡,ole bel ieve that the 

extent. of over-rejeetion may have been overstated. 
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Table lA. 

Mean t-ratios and Critical Values 
T=50 

1 . 000 o. ::::00 o. 50C 

-,1 206 " 965 -0.60:3 -/ .. t" 

-3. 590 -3. 360 -2. 970 
-:3. 620 -:3. 380 -:3. 010 

-1 206 --O. ':1(:,5 '-0. 60:3 
~, 

-ka 910 -2. 6:30 _°-:1 
"'-. 2:=:0 

.-, -.a::. .. :390 --2. 650 -2" 280 

-1. 206 -0 .. 965 ·-0. 603 
-2. 580 -2. 360 -1 . 920 
-2 .. 5i O '-2. 270 -L ':tOO 

Table lB. 

L 000 0 •. 800 0.500 

-1.. 1.50 ",0. 'no -Oll575 
-:3.530 -:3.260 -2.'320 
-3.4:;::0 -31t250 -2.900 

··1 , .1. ;50 ",0, 920 -0.575 
-2.86.0 -2.610 

I 
-2.240 

-2. '300 .'~. 570 -2.220 -..;:,. 

-1.. 150 -0.920 
I 

-0,,575 I 
-2. 530 -2. 320 , -1 .890 
--2.4:30 -2,,200 I -lu:36ü 

Note: Tr.e topmost er,t.ry in each bo)~, of TabIes lA-and lB, shows t.he cent.ral t-rat.ios 
COIllPllt.ed from t-he Nagar expar,sions; t-he middle er:t.ry reproduces t-he Morrte Carlo crit.ical 
values; t-he bot.t-c!1Il ent.ry shows t.he crit.ical values obt.airsed, by usir,g t.he rule described in 
t-he t.ext, fro", the Negar expar,sior: t.- ratie,s. Tr.e Mont.e Carlo simulations have t.eer, 
carried out using 500 replications. 
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Table 2A. 

Effici~:::ncy Mcdel 

.J,. u~. 

r, .... ( ',,',' .'., .~ ,','.) !,! t '-w.! t, 1: TI' =0,') F(rr.i=rr ... :,;::::O) 

U", G • e ;-1" 0'-" -0-5-:-' ---;':--0-" -0-:]-:]-, --+--0-. -",-2-:~-: ---
F=O ! 

c'/=O ni e ,iwi" 
,~, 

'w'" L.LL 

Table 2B. 

r1odf: l: ,(¿C'i 

Not.e! T;f¡8 Ment.e CarIo sl¡¡¡ulat.ic¡'"¡s ha ve been carri;c! c¡ut using 5üü replications.. The twü 
tiKdels are non··de-t.rendec vers·iüns c;f models ~41} 2,n~j C42} in t.he mair: t.e:Kt.t 
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Appendix 

In this appendix. we present a summary of the formulae used to 

compute t-he Na';Jélr e>::pansic,t-¡s desct- ibed in Section 4. All t-hese 

the cent~al ¡ti values for any required combinations of (T, ).~ p). Both 

dimension IT-1) of the forro 

e = (\~"'~;I ~.:),al! •• c..,.·)I:¡ V ... ,:: (Y 1 , '(:;:"""""Y'" "1)' .. 

Let i be a conformable unlt vector. 

Define the following expectations: 

H := EIV ,F.') 

fl:-:: E(V IV ¡') 

9 ::: EIF.'Y,V, 'V .. , ) 

Than if (17) characterizes the trua DGP with \ 

Yo = Q, we ha v€: that. 

Al trace(fl, = T(T-l'/2 

[
r,_(T -l} 

B}i'fli·-
:¿ 

C) i'H i = p(T-1) (T-·2) 

1 (T <T - n (2T·-1) ) 

1, ¡..¡ i t-h 

1 (T (T-U"j 
-
4 -

D) i 'Hfl i :::: 

7 (T-l)~::'T:::' 

[24 
(T -1) (2T - 1) _ T (T - 1} ~"J 

12 12 
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El i'!l-f i r (T-2) (T-ilT r 1 J 
p T - -
l:3 2 

1 I-T ,c, (T -1 ) :;, 
+ - -

6 i. 4 

[
. 1"(1+1) 

F) 9 ::: 21~ T -- ". 
l 2 

") _ ,T (T + 1i (2T + 1) 

1: - T(T·-1) 
.J l 6 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper provides an updated survey of a burgeoning literature on testing, estimation and 
model specification in the presence of integrated variables. Integrated variables are a spe
cific class of non-stationary variables which seem to characterise faithfully the properties of 
many macroeconomic time series. Their statistical properties and implications for the inter
pretation of regression models are covered in a unified way. 

Key words: Unit root, Cointegration, Trends, Error Correction Mechanisms. 
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l. INTRODUCTION. 

The majority of econometric theory is built upon the assumption of 

stationarity. Until recently, this assumption was rarely questioned, and 

econometric analysis proceeded as if all the economic time-series were 

stationary, at least around a deterministic trend. Stationary series 

should, however, at least have constant unconditional mean and variance 

over time; a condition which appears rarely to be satisfied in economics. 

The importance of the stationarity assumption had been recognised for 

many years, but the important papers by Granger and Newbold (1974) and 

Nelson and Plosser (1982) allerted many to the econometric implications 

of non-stationarity. Integrated variables are a specific class of 

non-stationary variables with important economic and statistical 

properties. These are derived from the presence of stochastic trends, as 

opposed to deterministic trends, with innovations to an integrated 

process being permanent instead of transient. For example, in terms of 

welfare costs, this implies that the costs of expectational errors 

produced by, say, policy shifts are far more serious than in the case 

where the shocks were purely transient. 

In particular the presence of a unit root is implied in many economic 

models by the ratlonal use of available information by economic agents. 

Standard applications include futures contracts, stock prices, yield 

curves, real interest rates, exchange rates, hysteresis theories of 

unemployment, _ and, perhaps the most popular, the implications o,f the 

permanent income hypothesis for real consumption. In view of this 

epidemic of martingales in economics a voluminous literature on testing, 
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estimation, and model specifícation in the presanes of integrated 

variables has developed in the last few years, and tile purpose of this 

survey 18 to provide B guide through tbis increasingly technical 

Hterature. 

The analysis of eointegration developed out of the work DD testin~ for, 

tifue-series, Thís survay 

lndi dual 98rics under c0nsiderBtion are 

surprising. anó suggest OeW wa:ys tú lncorpora1e . long-nm \ informatlo" 

(and constraints imposed by theory) into the statistical modelo In 

addition ~ the concept or coiutegra lor: j~8, :~.n 3nany ways 9 a stat.istJ,:::aJ 

definition Di equilibriu •. Aa Buch, cOlntegration offers a ganerle route 

to test the validity of tbe eQuilibrium predictioDS of economic theories. 

The analysis of non-stationary variables requires a different statistical 

fr<lm€work fro¡¡¡ the standard stationi:uy CaRGo ami in Section II thi.s 

framework ia introduced, and testing procedures for unit raDta are 

discussed, 'file propee treatment of integ:rated proceases in re¡::'f'ession 

analysis lB then analysed us5n¡:t" a variety :)f axamples. This SecUan 

includes a number of more to~chnicl3l1 parts ídenoted bV an asterix) which 

could be avoided by 'those ¡,entiers wishing to proceed quick.lv to the 

discussion of cointegration SBction 111 introduces the concept of 

cointe~ration. and discu8ses the implicatlons tor economic modelling and 

estimation. and the usa of coínteg~ation to discriminate between BcoDomfe 
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It should be stressed that the concept of cointegration is relatively 

new, and that further developments, applications aod Monte Carla studies 

are appearing extremely rapidly. As a resulto this survey Is selective. 

and "best-praetice" methods may weU change in the near future. 

11. INTEGRATION AND UNIT ROOTS. 

A weakly stationary series should have a mean and variance that are 

tlme-invariant. However. many economie time-series certainly do not 

satisfy this condition, having first and seeond moments that appear to be 

increasing over time (see Escribano (1987) for precise definitions of 

. t t . . th . th t f t h t ' ) In egra Ion In e 1 momen o a s oe as le process , 8uch series are 

? 
non-stationary, and mav requüe differenc ing to induce stationari ty-. A 

series requiring differencing d times to induce stationarity is denoted 

I(d), or "integrated of arder d" (see Granger (1983)). A simple example 

of an 1(1) series ls the random walk: 

.av t 

where, 2 
for fnstanee, Et ls distributed IN(O,uE )· If, however, y were an 

autoregressive series such as 

lal < 1 

then y wouId be stationary. or 1(0). In this Section some of the 

important andfar-reachin~ implications of the existence of unit roots 

(a = O) in economic time series are discussed, 

2'''h' • 13 candi tion ia really too strong. In faet aU that is needed ls 

absence of trend in var ianee aftar sui table mean transformations (see, 

for example. Dickey et al (1986) and Escribano (1987). 
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* 2.1 Statistieal Properties of Integrated Series 

We will eoneentrate, in this seetion, on the statistieal properties whieh 

stem from the presenee of a single unit root, and start by eonsidering 

the following data generation proeess (DGP) for the eanonieal stoehastie 

co 
integrated proeess {Yt}o 

~t = -<XYt - 1 + f.l + Et a O YO = O .... (1) 

t 
or Yt fJ.t + St St = rE j .... (2) 

1 . 

where as a partieularly interesting case we eonsider the driftless 

version of (1) with f.l = O. In general, integrated series sueh as Yt are 

linear funetions of time (with a slope of zero if fJ. = O). The deviations 

from this funetion of time are non-stationary, as they are the 

aeeumulation of past randolR shoeks. giving rise to the eoneept of an 

integrated series. 

To complete the speeifieation of the DGP we need to impose some 

eonditions on the innovation sequenee These restrietions are 

neeessary if non-degenerate limiting distributions of the statisties 

diseussed below are to be derived. The weakest set of eonditons that 

aehieve this aim is defined in detail in Phillips (1987a), and can be 

summarised as follows: 

(a) E(Et ) = O for all t 

(b) sUPt EIEtl2P < co for some P>2 

(e) a2 lim E(T-1S~) exists and a2>O 

(d) Et is strong-mixing with mixing eoeffieients a m sueh that 

ra(1-2/P>< infinity 
m 
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Condition (b) restrains the heteroge"eity of the process, while (e) 

controls the normalisation ut arate which ensures non-degenerate 

limiting distributions. Condition (d) moderates the extent of temporal 

dependence in relation to the probability of outliers (see White (1984). 

The generality of the previous set of conditions implies that model (l} 

encapsulates a wide variety of DGP's. These include virtually any 

auto-reg-ressive moving average (ARMA) model with a unit root, and even 

ARMAX models w1th unit roots and non-evolutionarv exogenous processes. It 

18 important to noUee at this stage that only if we as sume that the 

errors are wUI 
2 

(j 
2 

(j, 
é 

ThJs restrictive case is an 

interesting one sineB most limiting distributions that have be eh 

numericallv tabulated have been based on this assumptiaD. However. tbis 

Nill not be the caBe in rnost empirical 8oplications and hence in general 

3 

In arder te derive the aforementioned limitin~ distributions. it ia 

necessary. as in the statíonary framework e to use a sequence of random 

variables, whose convergenc~ is ensured by suitable transformation. More 

precisely, in the non-statienarv framework, we need to foeus 011 the 

aequeRCe of partial sums {St}~ which has to be transformad 80 that each 

element lies in the spaee D(O,l) of a11 real valued funetions on the 

interval rO, 11 that are r ight continuous and have f inite 1eft limits, 

Thís is achíeved by defining the funetions 

XT(I:) 

¡{TIl ) 

.J'::: 1_ i -- S r < :! 
T T 

(j=1, ... T) 

Under the previous assumptions on the sequenee {e t} we have that as T 

3As an example, if c t follows an MA(I) process then €t 
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tends to infinity, XT(l') -+ W(l'), whel'e -+ denotes weak convel'gence in 

probability. That is, XT(r) converges to a Wiener process. 4 Notice that 

W(r) behaves like a random walk in continuous time such that for fixed l' 

it is N(O,l') and has independent incl'ements. 5 

The most striking difference between the conventional and this new 

asymptotic theol'Y is that whel'eas in the fol'mer the sample moments 

converge to constants, they converge to random variables in the latter. 

Similarly, as a result of the absence of stationarity and ergodicity, 

traditional Central Limit Theorems are substituted by Functional Limit 

Theorems (see, fol' example, Billingsley (1968». 

As an example of the previous remarks, the following standardised sample 

moments converge to Wiener functionals: 

T-2r 2 
1 

(i) -+ a2 J W(t)2 dt .... (3) Yt 
O 

T-3/2I: 
1 

(ii) -+ a I W(t) dt .... (4) Yt 
O 

(iii) -1 2 rW( 1)2 2 2 .... (5) T I:Yt-l€t -+ a - a la 1 
2 € 

Note the divergences in the orders of magnitude of these limiting 

distributions with the conventional stationary distl'ibutions, i.e. order 

in probabi 1 i ty T2 , denoted O (T2 ). instead of O (T) in 
p p 

instead of O (T) in (4); and O (T) instead of O (T1/ 2 ) p p p in ( 5 ). These 

4This Wiener process will lie in the space CrO, 11 of all real-valued 

functions continuous on the interval fO,11. 

5Moreover, an extension of the Slutsky Theorem in conventional asymptotic 

theory also applies in this framework, in the sense that if g(,) is any 

continuous function on CrO,11 then XT(r) -+ W(r) implies that gfXT(r)l -+ 

grW(r)l. 
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differences shed light on tite non-conventional features 01' the 

coefficient consistency and limiting distributions when testing for unit 

roüts, ana will be ímport.ant in the dhcussion ol' cointegration in 

Sectiof) 1 II , 

If, for fustanee, OLS 18 opplied to (1) , it 19 easy to show tbat, using 

the sampIe variability results summarised in (3) - (5), the sIope ~ and 

i ts t-ratío converge te the following dlstrHmtions, in tile case when 

¡.t ~ o: 

Wltt!: dt O " 

, ... (7) 

From (6) we nu te tna t ¡¡¿ converges to i ts t:roe vaJue zero ata J'3 te uf 

,m- l , . t d f' tb t' 1 O 'T-1/ 2 , \ l' ! lns ea o ,e conven lonli, . p (, , Similarly, froID (7). the 

corresponding t-ratio has a non-degenerate distribution which 1s 

different f:rom the standar'dised normal distribut.lon ¡I!hich 113 used in 

CODventional asymptotic theory. 

2.2 Testing for Unit Raots. 

The previous statistical implications of the unit root hypothesis in the 

time-series representation of univariate models underscore the need to 

have reliable procedures to test formally this hypothesis, Investigations 
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by Dickey (1976), Dickey and Fuller (1979, 1981) and Fuller (1976) have 

eonstrueted by numerieal simulations the corresponding critical vaIues of 

the limiting dístributions expressed in (6) and (7). Table 1 collects the 

exact null and al ternative hypotheses under which these simulations were 

performed. The unrestricted model contains both a constant aod a trend as 

regressors, plus an error term subject to a first order autoregressive 

representation. Three interesting cases follow. Case 1 in that in whieh 

both the drift aod the trend are zera, 8uch that under the ouII we find a 

pure driftless random walk. Case 2 describes the case in whieh there 19 a 

drift but no trena. and consequently tIle model under the null 18 again 

the driftless random walk. Finally, Case 3 relates to the most general 

case in which both constant and trend are different fram zara, and hance 

the model under the nuH hypothesis is random walk wlth drift. Netice 
') 

that in aLl cases thE' error terms under HO are assumed to be 11l1iO,a'") 

for slmulation purpOSBS. 

_:rable .1; Use oi Tables to Test for a Uni t Root in Univariate Models. 

HO (a O) ¡¡ 
,u 1 (Y t fJ. + fJt + \ 

u t ' 

Au t -au t _1 + lit 

(¡.z Ii G) Ll;1 j 
of-•. _ .• - B --~ Llyt -ay + é., 

1 . t--l <. 

Case ,?.. (fJ. 'f:. O,/J O) ¿¡Yt é t +--- B -----'1> ¿Jyt -aYt - 1 + afJ. + Et 2/ 
T/ 

Y O 
Cas~_,ª- (/.1. *' O,/J *' 01 .dv P + ti ...... - B -.----7 ¿¡Y t = -aYt - 1 + Iiat "t t 3 

+ r,uo: + ,B(1-a)l + é t 

at 2nd rd 
EQj::~: Bi (1=1,2,3) denote 1, and 3 blocks of Table 85.2 in 

Fuller (1976), TO denotes Table for critical values for the standardised 

Normal distribution. 
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Prom (6) and (7) two basle statisties can be derivad to test the null 

hypothesis of a unlt root. The first test refers to the scaled regression 

coefficient Ta: while the second concentrates on the t-ratio ta:o Critical 

values for both asymptotic distributions are found in Fuller (1976)6. The 

arrow scheme in Table 1 explains the proper use of these tables, 

depending on the choice of the model representing the unrestricted 

hypothesis. If we start w1th Case 1, then we should use the first block 

(denoted B1 ) of critical values in Tables 8.5.1 and 8.5.2. Similarly, the 

choice of model with constaut and eonstant plus trend implies the use of 

the second and thírd blocks (denotad B2 and B3 ) respectively. A very 

interesting case, of which sorne practi tioners are unaware, ls that ,when 

choosing tile models wi th a constant, ir that nuisance pararneter i8 

significant undar the nul1 (checked by simply regressing ~Yt 00 a 

C8Dstantl then the right critical valua far the ~-rat10 wi11 be found In 

the standardized normal dis,tríbution table (denotad TO)' rather than in 

7 tha Dickey-Fuller tables (see West (1986») . 

The same peculiar resul t obtains when, after using the most general 

model, tha constant and the trend are significant under the nul1 Ichecked 

6 
Chapter 8, Tables 8 5.1 and 8.5.2. 

7 r 1 d'l genera for Case 
3 / 2A 2 2 

2 it can be shown that T I ('( - N(O, 120' I¡.¡, ) and 
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8 by regressing ¿Jy t on a constant and trend) . In both instances, the 

interesting outcome of looking at the wrong tables is enlightened when we 

find t~ ,say at the 5% level, larger than 1.96 but smaller than the 
a 

corresponding critical values in the D-F tables. Upon these conditions, 

we should be rejecting the null hypothesis instead of accepting it. The 

intuition behind this peculiar result is that if there is a unit root 

and, say, a constant, the integrated series depends on a deterministic 

trend and a stochastic one. Moreover, the sample variability of the 

deterministic trend is of O (T3 ) which dominates the order of the sample 
p 

2 variability of the stochastic trend which is of O (T ). But we know that 
p 

the existence of a deterministic trend in a regression model does not 

affect the asymptotic normality of the standardised estimates, hence 

normality follows. 

It is clear from the previous discussion and the derivations of the 

conventional and unconventional statistics shown in (6) & (7) that if the 

error sequence {6 t } is correlated, the distributions will depend on the 

2 2 nuisance parameter u lu . In such a case there is a need to either change 
6 

the estimation method (that is, adopt another regression model), or 

modify the statistics described above. Dickey and Fuller (1981) favour 

the first approach by enlarging the regression model by adding in a lag 

polynomial of ¿Jyt such that these terms capture the serial correlation in 

any of the unrestricted models contained in Table 1. It can be shown, 

8The case where the DGP contains a unit root and a trend does not seem to 

be too realistic a priori since, in logarithmic form, it implies an ever 

increasing (or decreasing) rate of change. In general for Case 3 it can 

5/2~ 2 2 2 2 
be shown that T a .... N(O, 180a I~ ) and t"' .... N(O, a la ). 

Ot E. 
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t " in 'che en larged mode 1 has the sama 
o: 

limitíng distríbuUon as when the error" are Ha, ¡living rise to trIe 

so-called l\ugmí"uted lJickeV-'PulIer tests. N()I~e. however, that i t ís no 

longer legi timate te> use Ta as the basís of él test in anv of the 

varIa.nts. since they ar~ not invariant tú tne true population value of 

the parameters of the d.istrlbuted lag in ¿jyt' 

NeverthelesB, this Buluticn introduces the problem that we might need él 

larga r;umber- of lag:; of <1V t in order to obtain uncorrelated residuals. 

RecenUy, Said ancl Dickey {1984j have shown that jf ¡¡:~ contains moving 
'-

average terms, the number of extra regressors needa to increase with the 

gample aize at arate /2). Caven that the major5.ty of the 

maC~GeCQnomj~ varJables st~!dieri in the paper by Ne]son and 

seemB a QUit2 likely situation. Schwert (1985), using Monte CarIo 

far froID the nominal siza iI the arder of the autoregressive correctjon 

18 not incr'eesed as the s0imple sizp .increases. A~:;cof'dingly t :i t would be 

desirahle to have an approach fQ~' the test Wilich takes illt0 consideration 

Id) aboye. 1~1B 19 the approach developed bV Phillips 

and Perron (1986) Bod Perton (1981), and descr1bed brleflv in the 

approprJ.ate Ü1 tIal ;mrestricted ¡¡H.'del in Tarde.1. as wel1 as on the 

choice of data sampJ.e. With respect to the first .issue, w .. advocate 

estimating the most unrestricted model in tiallv¡ as in Case 3. Then use 
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the test statistic (c). in Table 2 of the Appendix to test for a uni t 

root, using the critical values contained in B3 of Table 8.5.2. If the 

null hypothesis of a unit root is rejected there is no need to go 

further. If it is not re.iected, test for the significance of the trend (a 

rather implausible case, as discussed earlier) using the test statistic 

in row (d) of Table 2. If it is. significant, then test for its 

significance under the null using the ordinary tables. Its significance 

under the null would imply that the ordinary tables, instead of Table 

8.5.2 should have be en used to test for the unit root. If the trend is 

not significant under the alternative, estimate the unrestricted model in 

Case 2 in Table 1. Test again for the unit root using the test statistic 

(b) in Table 2, looking at B2 Ín Table 8.5.2. If the null hypothesis is 

rejected, again there is no need to go further. If it is not rejected, 

test for the significance of the constant under the alternative using the 

test statistic shown in row (e) of Table 2. If the procedure reaches the 

most restrictive alternative model, as in Case 1, then the unit root 

should be tested with the critical values contained in Blof Table 8.5.2. 

Failure to follow this strategy may lead to serious misinterpretations. 

An alternative strand to the literature on testing for unit roots is that 

suggested by Sargan and Bhargava (1983). They advoca te the use of the 

conventional Durbih-Watson (DW) statistic from the simple OLS regression 

of the variable under consideration on a constant, that is 

distributed IN(O,a2 ) 
E 

Then the null hypothesis of a-O is tested against the alternative that 

the errors follow a stationary first order autoregressive process. A unit 

root for the error process is equivalent to the structural element 
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following a random walk. The value of the DW statistic will obviously 

tend to be very low when the root in the error process tends towards 

unity, since DW ~ 2(~). The test can be performed using the standard DW 

statistic generated by most statistical programs along with the table of 

cr i tical values presented by Sargan and Bhargava (1983) under the unit 

root null hypothesis. This testean be shown to be the uniformly most 

powerful invariant test against the alternative of a stationary first 

order autoregressive error process. An important feature of the test is 

its invariance to whether a trend enters .into the true model, unlike the 

other tests considered above. However, the test is only powerful in 

discriminating between the simple random walk and stationary first order 

autoregressive processes, and thus lacks generality. 

Having discussed the main tests that have be en proposed for unit roots, 

an important qualification should be noted. In practice, economic time 

series emerge from this testing procedure as appearing to be 1(1). 

However, in the context of, for example, the Sargan and Bhargava 

approach, the estimated degree of autoregression in the residuals is 

often in excess of 0.95. In other words, a value of 0.1 for the DW 

statistic is fairly typical in the static regression (given that 

DW ~ 2~). However, as Sargan and Bhargava note, the power of the test for 

a unit root against such highly autoregressive al ternatives is 

exceedingly low. This is hardly suprising, since discrimination between a 

0.95 autoregressive process ánd a random walk is extremely difficult in 

the relatively short samples typically used in economics. The practical 

implications are, however, important when we consider the powerful 

cointegration results that depend upon the individual time series 

possessing unit roots. 
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It should be noted that the definitions and properties introduced up to 

now for scalar random variables extend to multivariate cases (see 

Phillips and Durlauf (1986b)) by applying the properties to each element 

of the vector. This extension immediately raises the question of having 

components with different degrees of integration, or the possibility of 

finding linear transformations of those components with a different order 

of integration to the order of the individual elements of the vectors. 

Both these issues are raised in the next two Sections. 

Finally, as far as the choice of data sample is concerned the main result 

concerns the trade-off between span and sampling .interval (see Shiller 

and Perron (1985)). For a given span, more observations lead to higher 

power of the previous tests. Similarly, a longer span for a given number 

of observations leads to higher power. Of course, this intuitive result 

had to be mediated by the relevant alternative. So, for example, since 

for macroeconomic series, the natural alternative is mean reversion over 

a period similar to the length of business cycles, a long span of annual 

data should be preferred to a shorter span with, say, quarterly or 

monthly data. 

* 2.3 Asymptotic Theory and Monte CarIo Results 

Having examined the important statistical implications of integrated 

processes, we proceed to use this theory to interpret a number of results 

concerning the treatment of integrated series in regression analysis. An 

explici t analytical solution to the asymptotic behaviour of parameter 
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estimates and regression statistics permits a unification of the 

disparate Monte CarIo studies that presently exist in the literature. We 

present a summary of results on analyses which range from inappropriate 

detrending of integrated series, to efficiency tests, including the 

familiar spurious regression results. Most of the results derive froro the 

work of Phillips or Phillips and Durlauf in a recent long sequence of 

papers that are referenced at the beginning of each case, 

In arder to unify as much as possible the treatmen~ of different cases, 

the following descrlption procedure 18 adoptad. 8ach case _il1 be 

characterised by a DGP aud ao estimated modal (denotad slroply MODELI. The 

distributional results, which happen to be functionals of Wiener 

processes, wil1 be denoted genericallv by f(W), whose precise expressions 

are given in tbe appropriate references. At the snd of each case we offer 

an intuí ti ve explanation of the analytical resul ts, together wi th sorne 

remarks about the use of certai.n regression statistics, which prave to be 

useful to detect misspecifications in the estimated models, 

DGP ¿jyt, 6"t 

MODEL Yt ~J. 

Summary oí Resulta: 
-1/2 ~ 

T ¡.l ~ f(W} 

+ 

",-1/2 t 
" '(3=0 

f(W) 

R2 "'lo f(W) 

pi: T 

2 
s f(W) 

" ., (8) 

_-1/2 flWj ;. t ~ \ ¡.¡.=o 

T.DW "'lo 

This case taclde8 tIle lssue af inappropriate de-trending of integ-rated 
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processes, under the traditional belief that conventional asymptotic 

theory could be applied to detrended series. We observe that the fJ 

coefficient is consistent, converging to its true value of zero. However, 

its t-ratio diverges to infinity, confirming the Monte CarIo results of 

Nelson and Kang (1981). 80th the drift and its t-ratio diverge. The 

estimated variance Df the residuals (s2) also diverges reflecting the 

fact that the residuals of the model are non-stationary around the trend. 

The coefficient of multiple correlation converges to a 

non-degenerate limiting distribution. The results for the Durbin-Watson 

statistic (DW) appear quite promising, confirming its powerful role as a 

misspecification diagnostic (see Sargan and Bhargava (1983». The 

intuition behind all these disparate results stems from the different 

orders of magnitude of the sampling variability of the regressors and 
~ A 2 

regressand in the model. i.e. O (T) = ~ O (1) + fJ O (T ). The divergence 
p p p 

of the order of magnitude highlights the fact that fJ converges while ~ 

diverges. according to when the sample variances of their corresponding 

regressors are larger or smaller than the sample variance of the 

regressand. 

Encompassing Tests 

DGP .dVt 

MODEL 

Summary of Results: 

T3/ 2 ~ -7 f(W) 

2 2 s -7 (j 
€ 

(Phillips and Durlauf (1986a» 

.... (9) 

T ce -7 f(W) T- 1/2 t -7 f(W) 
ce=o 
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This case interprets the unit root test in Case 3 of TabIe 1, where the 

issue is to discriminate between trends and integrated processes. The 

modeI embodies both aIternatives, and uses the F test to discriminate 

between the aIternatives. The encompassing test works as folIows: 

HA(~=o,a=O) corresponds to the integrated process, whereas Ha (<<:l) 

corresponds to the deterministic trend. Denoting rejection of a 

hypothesis by ~H, the foIlowing combinations of rejections and 

non-rejections wouId operate the encompassing tests: (HA' ~Ha) supports 

the Rando. WaIk; (~H A' HB) supports the Deterministic Trend. In view of 

the divergence of ta=o' we wouId concIude that HB is aIways rejected for 

a sufficientIy Iarge sampIe. The F-test for HA converges to a 

non-degenerate distribution, which differs from the ordinary F 

distribution, and hence requires the Dickey-FuIler criticaI vaIues as 

expIained above. The disparate sampIe variabiIity of· regressand and 

regressors is given by O (1) = M O (1) + ; O (T2 ) - a 0p(T). p p p 

Non de-trended Spurious Regression. (PhiIlips (1987b» 

DGP .dyt E't ; Llxt v t E(E'tVt) pu t7 6 
E' V ts 

.... (10) 

MODEL Yt M + aXt + ut 

Summary of ResuIts: 

f(W) 
-1/2 - f(W) -1/2 t f(W) a ~ T M ~ T ~ 

a=O 
-1 T s 2 

~ f(W) T.DW ~ f(W) R2 ~ f(W) 

This case interprets the familiar Monte-CarIo resuIts of Granger and 

NewboId (1974), reinforcing anaIyticaIIy the divergence of ta=O despite 
~ 2 

the fact that a and R possess non-degenerate distributions. Again, as in 
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the de-trending case. the DW statistic detects misspecification of the 

modelo although GLS corrections fail to provide the right answer. The 

orders of magnitude of the sampling variability in the model are: 

o (T) = P. O (1) + P O (T). Notice that the equality of the orders of p p p 

magnitude between Yt and xt provides the possibility of finding certain 

combinations of both variables such that the residuals are stationary. 

despite the non-stationarity nature of the variables themselves. 

De-trended Spurious Regression. (Phillips and Durlauf (1986a» 

DGP .dyt fX1 a 8 
E V ts 

.... (11) 

MODEL 

Summary of Results: 

a ~ f(W) 

T- 1/ 2 t 
a=O 

-1/2 ~ 
T P. ~ f(W) 

f(W) . -1 2 T s f(W) T.DW ~ f(W) 

This case interprets results from spurious regression models where Yt and 

Xt are de-trended, with the aim of inducing stationarity in the variables 

prior to the regression. The results are similar to the previous case 

with the addition that p is consistent. since the order of magnitude of 

the sample variance of the trend is O (T2 ). Notice that the presence of a 
p 

trend in the regression only has qualitative effects on the asymptotic 

distribution. 
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Efficiency Tests. (Banerjee and Dolado (1987») 

DGP Llyt f.XJ C' ti 
. é V ts 

.... (12) 

MODEL 

Summary of Results: 

T ex: -7 f(W) 
1/2 -

T fJ. -7 f(W) 

f(W) 

This case interprets recent Monte-CarIo results by Mankiw and Shapiro 

(1985) on the over-rejection of the orthogonality condition which 

characterises rational expectations models. In this case, the three 

2 
estimated parameters and R are consistent, but tex:=O ' the basis of the 

previous test (see Flavin (lBBl)) does converge to a non-degenerate 

distribution which differs from the standardised normal. The orders of 

magnitude of the sample variances are 

O (T), 
P 

111. COINTEGRATION. 

o (1) = fJ. O (1) + ~ O (T2 ) 
p p p 

+ ex: 

Whereas the analysis and impl1cations of unit roats in individual time 

series excited mainly the econometrician. far more general economic 

interest has developed in the concept of cointegration, which analyses 

groups of integrated variables. The major reason for this 18 the 

possibility of estimating. and testing the existence of. long run 

economic relationships suggested by theory. As was explained in the 

previous sections. many individual economic time series appear to be 
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non-stationary, requiring differencing at least once to induce 

stationarity. Yet economic theory rarely suggests equilibria that are not 

stationary functions of the variables involved. This would imply that 

there may exist fundamental economic forees that, over time, make 

variables move stochastically together, In other words, whereas the 

individual economic variables involved in a theory may a11 be 

non-stationary, the devfatioDs from a given equilfbrium may be bounded. 

Por many years the problems associated w!tl! static regressions betv,¡een 

time-sedes have been Imown (fol' an interestlng historical accourrt see 

Hendry (1986)). The problem of 'spurious' regressions discussed earlier 

led many economista to adopt the Box-Jenkins (1970) methodology of 

transforming a11 the variables tD stationary series prior to regression, 

so that, for the most part, differenced variables .ere considerad. This, 

Di CDurse, resultad in modela that disregarded the low frequencies of the 

variables, and so did not aIlow for aoy of the long run relationshipa 

which economic theory normal1y suggested. These features made the models 

difficult to interpreto 

Ooe response to sucb problema was the use of error-correction mechanisms 

(EeN) in ecoDometric modela. Models including ECMs have beeo widely used 

since Sargan (1964), ana have the advantage of retaining information 

about the levels of variables, and hence any long-Tun relationships 

between 9uch variables, within the model (see. for example DavidsoD el al 

(1978), Currie 119811 and Salman (1982)) In au important papel', Granger 

(1983 ) establishes 

error-correction That 

the 

1, .". 

equivalence between cointegration and 

BeM's produce cointegrated sets of variables, 

and, if a cointegrated set of variables is found, it must have an ECM 
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representation. To a great extent. cointegration provides formal 

statistical support for the use of error-correcting models. and suggests 

additional procedures to test model specification in a static sense. and 

proposes ways to parameterise the error-correcting mechanism. 

A vector of variables xt is said to be cointegrated if 

(i) each element of xt is l(d) 

and (ii) there exists a vector « such that a'xt is l(d-b). where a ~ O 

and b > o. 

Por example. in the case of d=b=l. if xt is cointegrated. each variable 

in xt would each be 1 (1), but some linear combination of them would be 

1(0). If such a linear combination can be found, « is called the 

cointegrating vector. 

The relationship between cointegration and equilibrium now becomes 

clearer. One natural way to characterise equilibrium between a set of 

variables is to define equilibrium to occur when a linear constraint is 

satisfied, such as 

«'X = O 
t 

.... (13) 

Por example, if we believe that a proportion A of any increase in labour 

productivity is eventually passed on in the form of real wages then, in 

equilibrium, w c + AQ where w and Q denote real wages and 

productivity respectively, and c is a constant. Therefore. if 

w - c - AQ = O .... (14) 

in any time period, then the labour market would be in equilibrium. Of 

course, real wages may take some time to respond to changes in 

productivity, and the process by which equilibrium tends to be restored 

may be complex, in which case the scalar would 
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measure the deviation from equilibrium, or disequilibrium, in period t. 

If w and Q are cointegrated, then, by the above definition, the 

deviations from equilibrium will be bounded. An obvious way of testing 

the theory is then to determine the order of integration of Zt' If it is 

not possible to reject the null hypothesis oí a unit root for Zt then 

there will be no tendency for the real wage to move towards the putative 

equilibrium, in which case the estimated equilibrium would be misleading 

and irrelevant. 

In the case of testing for cointegration between two variables Xl and x2 ' 

if a cointegrating vector exists, it must be unique. To see this, suppose 

Xl and x2 are both 1(1) variables and Zt = x1t + ~2t is 1(0). Then M 

must be unique, since any other linear combination would add or subtract 

a term in x2t , which would be 1(1), which would result in Zt also being 

1(1). However, when X has more than two components, if a cointegrating 

vector exists, it need not be unique. In general, if x has N components, 

there may be r linearly independent cointegrating vectors, where r S N-l. 

To illustrate the possible out comes . consider the following example. 

taken from Granger and Engle (1987). Suppose y t and xt are joinUy 

distributed according to the following data generation process: 

.... (15) 

where El and E 2 are distributed independently N(O.l). Four possible 

cases exist: 

(1) which implies that xt and Yt are 1(1) and the 

cointegrating vector is (l,-a). 

(1i) PI < 1. P = 1 2 
which implies that xt and Yt are 1(1) and the 
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cointegrating vector la (l,-pI. 

(íU) p ~ p ~ 1 - .. . 1 2 . which implies that x t and Yt are I (1) but HLere 

does not exist a cointegrating vector 

which implies that. x t anel are 1(0) and so 

mny linear combination of x and y will be IfO). 

The last case introduces sorne interestlng issues. The test for 

cointegration ltl actually a conditionaJ test: comHtional on x t and Vt 

being I(J) the lsCDvery of an 110 li~ear combination wouid lmply that 

the var·.iables are cointegrated. However, as noted above, when f\ and 

8'"'P unknown the power of tests for unit rUGts against alternatives of 

roots close to the unit circle 18 aften cxceedin~ly low. In such 

situations type 11 errara, that 18 the acceptance of a unit root rather 

,Jr;nki:nson 1986h} 

presBnts sorne Monte CarIo evtdence on the huzards of luference when sorne, 

or al1, of the variables Dnder cODsideration are, in fact, highly 

autoregressive rather than 1(1). The intultion ls that _e oeed extremely 

long time-series in arder to distinguish borderline fraro unit root cases. 

Banerjee et al (1987a.b) present easl1y computable approximations to the 

correct critica] vaInas in general cases. 

3.1 Estimation 

An obvious issue 18 the question of estimating, and testing for the 

existence of, cointegrating vectors. Consider again the problem oí 

estimating a and testing for the stationarity of z in the model 

a'x 
t 

.... (16) 
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If all the variables in x are l(I), then in general a linear combination 

of these variables, and hence z .... ' will be 1 (1\. Therefore. a.lmost a11 
L 

the m vectors w111 produce a series z with asymptotically infinite 

variance, The exceptions to this w111 be aoy cointegrating vectors. Now 

slnce Ordinary Least Squares estimation minlmises the residual variance 

the estimated o; vector derived from an OLS regression of the 

simple model (16) where al1 variables are in levels and no dynamics are 

included, should yield ao excellent approximation to a trua cointegrating 

vector, if Olle exists, 

This resul t i8 one important r'easan why interest in colntegration has 

itself exploded like a non-stationary series. It implies that to 

paramete~ise a long-run equilibrIu. relationshlp between a set af 

firot stage of a research program, as js advocated by the EngIe & Gran~er 

1987 'two-step estimator' dlscussed in Section 3.2 below, In aoy evento 

8uch ao inltial check may indicare to what extent the equilibrium 

pl~o;dictions of tlle econom.ic theorv are conscmant with th,:~ data, and, t0 

put the argument at it3 str-ongest, , .. hattar ít ís fnüt[lll to expe¡:d 

pe- GIVE, l'Iutomatically providas basle tests tu determine tlle order OI 

inteRration of the riables in the model as afi addltion te S11Ch summary 

mea sures as the meaDS and standard cteviations of tbe variablesl 

Indeed; lhe OLS estimate of any cointegratin¡;: vector sÍ1ol'_.\d conver-Í';e te, 

the true v8.1ue extremely quic.kl:;. To See this" consider the fCJJJowing' 
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case characterised as in the taxonomy of Saetion 2.3. 

MODEL: v 
't 

Summary of Results: 

T(a - a'! .? f(W) 

T.D\v -? 2(1 -- p) 

11 - .oL)i;' , , - t . .. , (17) 

T(l -- R2) -? f(W) Tl/2~ -? f(Vi) 

t-
a=a; 

-? f(Vi) 

Tile interpretation of the results illustrates very cIaarlv the previous 

informal discuRsiDn. The s]ope in the static regression converges to 1t8 

true va.llJe Ct at arate of O (T- 1 ) instead oi' the ordinary rate of 
D 

o T-]/2). The lntuition is agaio cIear: a 19 computad using the ratio of 
p 

a covarlance, which io Df 
-, 

(Y)~ by a variance~ whictl 1s of (T""), gjven 

1 ( 1 ) , Tberefare, aoy bias in a iB of O (T-11. 
p 

However, in spite of lhis Buper-conslstency o[ a, its distribution i8 not 

a~ymptotically normal, and therefore the computed standard errara uf the 

~oefflcient9 lack maaning. Sinca both x t and are driftless processes, 

~ converges consistently tu zerG, although at a slower apeed than a. The 

""". , , , - t' -, , t' ,,2. 1 O (m . t t t . t CDell1Clen~ ot mul_lplB corre~8 IOn n 18 aLBO p.' con81s en _o "DI y, 

reflec~ing the fuct tbat in the bivariate case, undar cointegration, the 

product !)f the slope and the inverse slcpe i8 unity, This feature will be 

exploited in the discussion below. Finally, the DW statistic converges to 

the standard result uudar the assumption that e follows au ARí 1) 
t 

An important 8ssociated result relates to the existence of simultaneity 

bia~es and errora in variable':>. Such biases in parameter estimates 



norma 11 y derive froID the corre la t ion betwep.v tile regTessors ano the 

er1'01'8, wl11ch i8 ord:ínarJly assurned to be of ~ T). However. given the 

fact that in cointegrating regresslons rXte t w111 be of a lower arder of 

Buch biBS6S are aBvmptD~ica]ly negligible I"fhis 

impUes that issues of endogenei tv and exogenei ty a::é' not. in general, 

relevant in atatic cointegrating regressions, 

The most important resnl t ot' the previous discussion 1'e1;;te& to the 

super-consistency of IX. However. biases in a, despite being (T'll. can 

still be large in small samples. In a Monte CarIo study. Baner,ice et a} 

(1986) discovered large biases in IX derived troro bivariate cointegrating 

regressions. In addjtion, a did not converge rapidly a. Glven that the 

R2 of the regressfon converges at the same rata as the bias, tbey propOS0 

2 (1 - R ) as a prüxy foI' the latter In f,u:t, 1::>1' the canorllcal modeJ 

discussed prevíously, the linear rel2. jünship be'tween botb 5tat .. tstic;; 

turns out to be: 

IX " IX 
2".2 .1 a ¡} ., R ) + O (T -'-) 

p 
... , (18) 

whicb suggests rathar strongly that cointegrating regressions witbout 

very close to unitv should he viewed with caution set':, for example. 

Campbel1 and Shiller (1986)), However, in the context úf a mt:ltiple 

regression, the R2 of ao equation cannot fall when aD additional variable 

ls added, and this implies that a high R2 i8 oot sufficient to guarantee 

that each included variable 18 germane to the model, nor that the 

estimated coefficients closely approximate their true vaIues. This issue 

of functional forms is discussed~D more detall below. 

Another important implication is that in contrast to normal regressions 

where multicollinearity amongst tbs regressors is often considered a 
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problem, in the context of a cointegrating static regression such 

multicollinearity is essentiaZ: if variables do not follow similar trends 

over time then no linear combination of the (individually non-stationary) 

time-series will be stationary. Indeed, in terms of estimation of the 

cointegrating vector a, the multicollinearity amongst the regressors will 

produce a nearly-singular (X'X) matrix corresponding to the cointegrating 

vector. In this sense multicollinearity is a positive advantage! 

The effect of running the static regression (16) to estimate a is to push 

all the dynamic adjustment terms into the residual ut . These dynamic 

terms can all be parameterised in terms of 1(0) series of the form ~Yt ., 
-1 

m t _j , and (y -- pX)t_k where the values of i,j, and k will depend upon 

the nature of the ARMA processes generating x and y. To illustrate this, 

consider a simple model in which the true dynamic relationship is given 

by: 

· ... (19) 

where y and x are 1(1) and CItO). Suppose that in the long run the 

homogenei ty restriction a 1 '+ a 2 + a 3 = 1 holds. This is equivalent to 

saving that in the long run y and x move together. Now equation (9) can 

be rewritten as 

· ... (20) 

or as 

· ... (21) 

Now (y - x) and m must both be 1(0) under our assumptions, as will ut . 

Hence, by estimating the static regression 

· ... (22) 

these dynamic terms are all contained in the residual E't' The fact that 

the OLS estimate of a is super-consistent in such circumstances is truly 
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remarkable. 

Once the cointegrating regresslon has been performed, this essentially 

parameterises the long-run relationship between the variables. Engle & 

Granger (1987) then suggest that the lagged vaIue of the derived 

estimate of disequilIbrium in any periodo should be included ir. the 

general dynamic model. Ir colntegratiol1 holds, Zt wi11 be HO), and the 

dynamic modelling probIem lB to transform the individually 1(1) variables 

into reasonably orthol!,onal I (O) regressors, The lagged value of z is 
t 

completely analogous to an error-correction term in the aquation. Recent 

applications oi this methodology include Hall (1986). Jenkinson (1986a), 

Campbell (1986) and Campbell and Shiller (1986) 

The alternative approach to estimating the cointegrating vector a 18 tü 

include an error-correction mechanlsm in the dynamic model, since, a~' 

noted above, error correction and cointegration are equivalent concepts. 

Ihis 19 clear froID equation (20) aboye, which can be transformed ioto the 

following dynamic model 

.. , . (23) 

where the second regressor iR the HeM. Uoless y and x are cointegrated, 

the ECM wil1 be 1(1), and hence, since ~Yt and 4xt are both assumed to be 

HQ). will have an estimated coeffictent tending rapidly to zero. In 

other words, rather than use the static regression as a kind of pre-test 

of the model, the fu11 dynamic model is formu1ated and estimated, with 

the estímate of any cointegratíng vector only being derived once a 

satisfactorv representation of the DGP has been found. Of course, the 
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specification of dynamic adjustment processes in economic models is to a 

considerable extent a matter of discretion. even when broadly agreed 

rules are being followed. As such, the ECM approach lacks the conceptual 

and practical simplicity of the static regression approach. but may be 

considerably more robusto In fact. Banerjee et al (1986) find that the 

biases in the cointegrating vector are much smaller when the short-run 

dynamics are jointly modelled with the long-run relationship, providing 

some support for the dynamic ECM modelling strategy. 

3.3 Testing. 

Testing for cointegration between a set of time series is simply a test 

for the existence of a unit root. The analysis of Section 2 fo11ows 

through entirely. except that instead of searching for unit roots in the 

individual time series, the tests are for the existence of a unit roots 

in the residuals, Zt' from the static cointegrating regression. Because 

the tests are based on constructed regressors, the critical values 

obtained for the previous case have to be adjusted upwards, otherwise the 

test wi 11 reject the null too often. If we cannot re.1ect the nu11 

hypothesis of a unit root in the residuals, then these 'equilibrium 

error s , are themselves non-stationary, and cannot be relied upon to move 

the system systematica11y back towards equilibrium. In these 

circumstances cointegration could not be established and hence 

considerable statistical doubt would be cast upon the theoretical 

equilibrium. 

In actual applications, the Cointegrating Regression Durbin-Watson (CRDW) 

test, suggested by Sargan and Bhargava (1983), and discussed briefly in 
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section 2.2, has proved extremely popular with researchers. That is, 
~ 2 

r(u t - u t - 1 ) CRDW .... (24) ---;;;-2------
rU t 

where u t denote the OL8 residuals from the cointegrating regression. 

However, special problems exist with this test. Firstly, whereas in 

testing for integration (when there are no regressors other than a 

constant) the cr i tical val ues of the test, as reported in 8argan and 

Bhargava (1983), are exact, the test statistics for cointegration depend 

upon the number of regressors in the cointegrating equation, and only 

bounds on the critical values are available. This is because, as in the 

case of the standard D-W test (which is based upon a null hypothesis of 

white noise residuals), the exact critical value for the D-W statistic is 

itself a function of the data generation process. The bounds on the test 

provide a benchmark, and can be used to accept the null hypothesis of no 

cointegration, but they become rather wide apart as the number of 

regressors is increased. Without the addition of, for example, the Imhof 

Routine (1961) to standard regression software, inference will be 

impossible whenever the value of the DW statistic falls between the 

bounds. It is possible to compute exact critical values using Monte CarIo 

methods for a given DGP, an example of which are those reported in Engle 

and Granger (1987) for a whi te noise DGP, but these values are not 

general1y applicable to other experiments, and should be very carefully 

interpreted as the basis of cointegration tests. 

An alternative approach suggested earlier is to test for cointegraton 

using the long run solution in the autoregressive distributed lag modelo 

If the error correction term is restricted as in (23) for theoretical 

reasons (e.g. log consumption and log income should have a cointegrating 
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slope of un.l ti) then the t.-ratIo nf t:1m coeff.ic.lent ni this ternl 18 a 

useful statistic. Banerjee et al (1986) sho" ~hat thls t-test has about 

the CDrrect size at the 5% l?vel, altbough the tPsults Df Evans and Savin 

(191'31) ':>uggest that this 15 llot true at nther levels. When the leve} 

t'orms are 1eft unrestr'icted, Hoe-parametric tests. based on devlations of 

the computed long·-run solution, seem él fruití'ul approach. Sorne Monte 

C¡;::-}o evidence in Banerjee et al (1986) suggests that the Dower of these 

tests 19 higher than the po_el of the test basad on the static 

regression. One explanation for this may be the s.aller biases obtalned 

using: the dynam:ic modelling approach. 

AU tlle othf'r tests described in Section 2 can be us"d to test for" the 

practlse the Dlckey-Pul!er and Augmented Dickev-Fuller te8ts ha ve ~roved 

most popular. Of course, the choIce uf the lag structure in ADF tests 13 

sUB to a gr'eat extent 3d hoc. and different re::>ults can be obtalned bV 

changing tile length of the autoregression, whiel! suggests that greater 

use should be made of the nun--¡:ml'umeü':ic tests descrjbed in the AppeneEx. 

At this atage it 19 important to emphasize thet. glven the fragility of 

the tests for cointegration, simple auxl1iary tests may be interesting, 

Granger and Weiss (1983) suggest lncreasing (or decreasing) the 

coeff id ants of the cointegrati.ng vector by. say. 10% and then examine 

I",hether the corresponding sum of squares 1" much largar than for the 

cho8en cciintegra ting vector. The intui U an oí Uds addi tiona 1 check i8 

cIear. since on1y using tlle latter should the variance be finite, and so 

it should be easily distingulshable from other cases. 



The actual f~Jnctional form of the coJntegrating regressJ.0H, or ECM ... ~s 

normal1y dictated by economic theory. Hcw2ver, wha inferences are valld 

OH ccnreplet.ion. of a S(:t nf cO.integrftt.ion te8ts? C~)nsider first what the 

inability to fjnd 2 coi~tegraLing vector, or sign1ficant ECM. mlght 

imply. It mayo of course. simply be that the th¿oretica] equilibrlum 15 

wl tonut statistieal foundatioB. C:n the other hand \ i t may be that r? 

crucial 1(1) variable has be en omitted froro the analysis, whIell if ~dde~) 

perfectJ.y posslble tbat 

te 

tbe v~r ab]es fo~ colntpgratj 

also, In practice, an ~mpo!"tant 



consideration. It can be pro ved that 

11 coin·tc~rat en implies Granger-Causallty 

(ii1 ca ntegratícn in levels im~lies cointegrat1on in logs 

and (iii) cointegra:ion in logs does not imply colntegration in levels. 

If tbeory 1S w3'ed to select functional form (rather than, for example, 

B~x-Jenklns ~.p(;hniquesj, then [he use of cOlntegratiao methods to 

FlilIuate the Vfl1.1dity of 2aul.librilil~ predicUons of theories can yield 

{1987} r-egardj.1l?; the ex.tstence of NAIRUs). Intuition 

¡3~ flome non-linear comb:inattoD of nn 

fOI exampJ~1 Stcck and Watson 

UG? as conside~pd n Section 3.1 equatiüns (17 

.... (25 ¡ 

t.hen 
"- J_ 

Y {j'; OH is 

We then Sil1Y 

Ir- a. i.:hírd procesa of the same 
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vectors Thus, in general with N series and r co.mo~ trends, there are 

at most N- r) 

uniqueness of the cointegrating vector Tbe test basically Gonslgt(~ of 

checking tha.t no 3ubset of Te¡.~ressü;:" i s c;Jintegr~ted in tite 

cointegrating relationship 1gee Gourieroux et ~] (1985)), 

This approach suggests that multivClriate autor er.rf~3S i ons ('f the form: 
p 

y ¡~AíYt-i T e r. í é' ) - E{ ;:' ) í] 126) 
t t ~, t -~ ~ "" t 

should be considerad, where Y denotes an n'~vector of random var:iables 

This can be rewritten as: 

where 

written 

where 
..... 

y 
t 

B 
P 

- ~ e ,&, . 
j=l J r."] 

L A,l and 
--1 1. 

'" -/l'i t-1 

P Iy 
, t 3nd 

p-l 
'" i: CrdY t-i 

j=1 .. 

+ é 
t 

*' + e: 
r 

Then 

p--j 

" 28) 

we c;Ó.n test fOl: the nnmbrn' of 

common trends by tesUng how c:lose the h¡yg-est elgenvalu-:; of ,-1 18 to 

zero, followed by the next lar¡~est, une! so fOf'th Dickev and Foun j s 

(1987) show that tests af the form T~ caD be compRre~ with the cr1tlcal 

valuas in Table 8.5.1 of Dickey and Fuller The natural corol!ary to the 

existence of eoromon trends la that tbere are linear combinations of the 

regression coefficients jn (26\ which are O ('/T 
p 

consjstent, and are 

asymptotically normally distributed, 8 result which .as first conjectured 

by 51ms (1978) and latar formally proved by Phillips and Oul1arla (1986), 

The implications of this result are very interesting, Take, for instance, 



the case res ti ng whe tr":e r cÜílsumption folIows a randol!! walk, when 

income and 2onSuffiotlon are 1(1). Iha test for parameter exclusion in the 

reRreesion of the change in consumptlon (in the lagged level of income and 

nave the o,rdinarv diEtribution, ir they are 

cointegrated, but ~ilJ have ~ non-n(~rmal limiting d1stribution otherwise 

(see, for examole, Mank1w and Shapiro (1985) Hnd Banerjee et al f1987b)). 

Finally taking advantage ef the framework usad to interpret the 

ex~I steLce oí cammaD trenüs we .111 brlefly discU8S the natian of 

cointe2ra t ioD in t~end9 and in varlaDce (ase EscribaDo (1987). Consider, 

fer example, the fol owing DGP 

C'ointe$::Y'at since; 

var!ance Bu un!ess 

It elimiHates 

'. (29) 

.. 
~ i . 

x wh'¡'h t. d.t -,J .l. has a tremí in 

, , 
¡ o there will not be 

Ttlerefol'e~ the rel~vant concept of 

co1ntegratifig relatio!lshjp. Alternatlvely thes8 nu ~~~'lce p~rameters cOllld 

;oJ.n t ] 

the rexi sten;:.~e of a uní t root f i s 

in 

var1arlce (n[5 cointegratiol1 irl tt·~nds but cointegrat~on In variance The 



regressors ~ seems anüthe:f fruJ tful tes t ing a.pproach {~h ic:.~ oeeds to be 

developed further. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS. 

The considerable g-ap between the econom1.c theorist. who has :r,12Ch to say 

about equHiorzum but relative.ly little to sav ahout a"ct the 

econometric an, whose mode:l:::: concentra te an dynümic adjustment processes, 

ha::!, to some extent. been br:l.dged by the concept of cointegration. In 

¡lddltion to ~lowing the ,lata to determine the dynamies 'lf tI10 mcd~J (in 

eQuilibrium relationships CHn~ and Shol1Jrl, be teste~, usin~ the tes1.8 lar 

unit roots discussed in this pape~. 
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Appendix: Non-Parametric Tests for Unit Roots. 

The basic idea of this non-parametric approach is quite appealing. The 

derivation of the statistics such as (6) and (7) highlights the way in 

which the ratio u 2 fu2 affects the shape of the distribution. It is then 
E 

possible to find an affine transformation of the various statistics which 

eliminate the dependence of the 11mi ting distribution on the nuisance 

parameter u 2 fu 2 
E 

accomplished in such a way that the transformed 

statistics converge to the same random variable as do the untransformed 

statistics when the errors are iid, 2 2 Le. when u fu = 1. This implies 
E 

that the cri tical values of the transformed statistics are the same as 

those tabulated by Dickey and Fuller. 

A simple example will help to understand the procedure. From (6), we look 

for a transformation such that 

AT(a) + B · ... (Al) 

that is, in this case 

A = 1 and B · ... (A2) 

Using (A2) and consistent estimates and 2 
u 

E 
which will be 

discussed later, we find a consistent estimate of B, that is 
~2 ~2 

1/2fu - u 1 - ---:::2---2-E-

T EYt-l 
B · ... (A3) 

such that Ta + B has the same asymptotic critical values as those 

tabulated by Dickey and Fuller. Similar arguments follow for those tests 

which are based upon the t-ratio of a. Since the latter have proved to be 

more powerful tests than the former. we will concentrate on testing 
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through t-statistie from now on. Rows (a),(b) and (e) in TabIe 2 present 

the eorresponding transformed t-statisties for the three unrestricted 

models shown in Table 1. Therefore, these statisties provide a relatively 

easy way to implement tests of hypotheses of a unit root with possibly 

heterogeneously and dependentIy distributed data. However, an important 

eaveat to bear in mind is that the previous equivalenee is asymptotie in 

TabIes 8.5.1 and 8.5.2 in Fuller (1976), whereas the finite sampIe 

eounterparts are not the same. This implies that when dealing with 

relatively small samples the transformations are not adequate, and unless 

there is strong evidenee of a moving average error term, we advise the 

extended regression and the Augmented Diekey-Fuller test. 

The next step in the test implementation eonsists of diseussing the 

2 2 -2 
choice of eonsistent estimates for a and a . The residual varianee a 

E E 

in the unrestrieted models provide eonsistent estimates of a 2 exeept in 
E 

the case where the unrestrieted model does not eontain a drift, and the 

2 
true DGP is a random walk with drift. To eonsistently estimate a ,it is 

important to notiee that it is equivalent to 2"s(0), stO) being the 

speetral density funetion at zero frequeney. Newey and West (1987) ha ve 

proposed a simple estimate whieh uses a triangular smoothing window. The 

estímate is 

The choice of the truncation lag k, i.e. the suspeeted number of non-zero 

autoeorrelations, is sometimes suggested by the framework in whieh the 

test is earried out (see, for example, Corbae and Oularis (1986) for the 

case of unit roots in spot and forward exehange rates). In general we 

suggest k ranging from 1 to 8 for quarterly data, and 1 to 24 for monthly 
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data. 

TabIe 2: Summary of Test Statisties. 

He Test Statistie {At + B) 

a) «=0 in Case 1 

Fuller (1976) 

b) «=0 in Case 2 

Fuller (1976) 

e) «=0 in Case 3 

A 

a /a 
E 

TabIe 8.5.2 

a'/a' 
E 

TabIe 8.5.2 

a"/a" 
E 

(B1) 

(B2) 

Fuller (1976) TabIe 8.5.2 (B3) 

d) p=O in Case 3 a' '/a' , 
E 

Diekey and FuIler (1981) 

e) ~=O in Case 2 a' /a' 
E 

Diekey and FuIler (1981) 

ex 

B 

-1/2 
A2 A2)f A2T- 2r 2 1-1/2 (a - a E a Yt-1 

-1/2 
A2' 

(a -
A2' A2' -2 N2 -1/2 
a E )ra T r yt _11 

Note: (A) denotes estimates based on residuals from the unrestrieted 

model in Case 1; (A') denotes estimates based on residuals from the 

unrestrieted model in Case 2; (A, ') denotes estimates based on residuals 

from the unrestrieted model in Case 3; (N) denotes deviations with 

respeet to sample means. 
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